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INTRODUCTION 
Former technical editor of 'Auto News',Sales Manager for Marcos Cars and journalist, 
33-year-old Mike Garton turned to four w heels after several years' success on motor
cycles in scrambles and ultra· lightweight road racing, with a season's kart ing as well. 

In 1958 the bug-eyed Sprite was introduced, the 1935 MG 'PA' then owned was 
changed for a Sprite in '59. An early Austin-Healey Club member, he has remained 
faithful to this marque. 

In 1962 a lightweight racing Sprite was built, MEG 199. which earned itself a 
formidable reputation and works support for Mike. First w inner of the John Gott 
Trophy annual award. Mike acquired the Donald Healey-built Le Mans coupe ('62 car) 
in 1963. With the encouragement of Geoff Healey, Geoff Price, Stu art Turner and 
Peter Browning, private and works entries were to take him to successes on circuits 
at home, in France, Belguim, Germany, Italy and America. These include 2nd overall 
in the '65 Brands Hatch 1000 Miles, class wins at 1000Ks, Nurburgring in '67 (3rd 
in '66) and Sebring 12 hrs .• '68. In 1966 Mike was elected a full member of the Bri tish 
Racing Drivers Club. 

Since then assorted iron from Cooper S and single-seaters to Lotus 23B have been 
campaigned. 

Now a technical correspondent w ith the Special Tuning Dept of British Leyland at 
Abingdon, Mike continues to ·race in long distance continental events. 
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B M 0 Sports cars are synonymous 
• • • with Abingdon, a quiet 

Thameside town where the first M.G.s 
rolled forth in the mid-1920s. We will 
confine this series to post· 1 955 models 
however. but never lose sight of the fact 
that M.G. development was hammered 
round the banking at Brooklands. 
SPRITE MK I 
We will commence with the model that 
brought an entirely new concept of spons 
cars to the motoring public, the Austin
Healey Sprite. which first emerged in 1958. 
The Sprite Mk I stemmed from an idea by 
Donald Healey, whose agile mind had 
been the birth·place of several brilliant 
designs. Much of its initial success was 
attributed to its 'frog-like" appearance. a 
bitter sweet reaction! The 'bugeyed' head
lights were, of course, a compromise to 
com ply with export regulations. 
A simple ·punt' chassis with all-steel mono
coque bodywork, it had the A35 mach· 
anical components grafted to it. The 
2.4 78-in. bore x 3 in. stroke power unit 
was unchanged exc;:e:pt for a sports car 
'tweak': twin 1;, in. choke H1 S. U. 
carburettors. With the very basic 8G712 
cam (see chart 1), output was all of 42 
b.h.p. at 5.000 r.p.m. Compression was 
8.3, head capacity 24.5 c.c., the pistons 
having a 4.2 c.c. dish. Valve si<J:es were as 
A35, Minor 1 ,000, at 1 .095 in. inlet. 1.005 
in. exhaust. The 61 in. single· plate, six· 
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CHAPTER 1 
Early Sprites 

spring clutch and standard gearbox ratios 
were unaltered. 

1st ·- 3.628 
2nd - 2.374 Topdirect 
3rd -. 1.412 
Rev 4.664 

The final drive ratio became 4.22 giving 
15.37 m.p.h. per 1.000 r.p.m. Wheels were 
1 3 in. x 3-! in. pressed steel. ventilated 
typ~. Suspension was independent by 
coil-spring and wishbone at the front, with 
rack-and-pinion steering. Some 200,000 
assorted ·s pridgets' later. this remains u n
altered. At the rear, the normal 'A" series 
three-Quarter floating axle was located by 
1 5-leaf quarter· alii ptic springs and radius 
arms. Lever-arm Armstrong shockers were 
fitted all round. 
This AN-5 chassis series was in produc
tion from May 1958 until May 1961, then 
'purists' found that a conventional body 
line was introduced as the Sprite Mk II 
(H-AN6), jointly with a commonised M.G. 
Midget Mk I (G-AN1). 
Performance was improved by getting 
flat-top pistons giving 9 ·1 compression 
(different head ct~pollcity 26.1 c.c.) and a 
slight!)" higher ·I ift cam. A EA 630. The 
cylinder head was similar to the 997 
Cooper, with larger inlet valves (1.151 in.). 
Larger H in. choke H2 carburettors were 
fitted, on a better manifold. 
Three camshaft bearings were now fitted, 
but clamp·bolt con-rods (2A 654 r.h.·2A 
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inlet port 

make metal template to 
this shape and grind out 

inlet port throat at section 
A.A. to allow pLata to just 

pass through 

section through 
the inlet port 

section through 
the exhaust port 

IMPROVING PORTS ON THE AUSTIN HEALEY MKl 
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656 l.h.) were retained. The gearbox ac
quired needle-roller bearings with closer 
ratios, as follows: 1st, 3.2; 2nd, 1.916; 
3rd, 1.357; Rev, 4.1 14. 
Brakes were unchanged, with 7 in. drums 
all round, giving 70 sq. ins. total area. 
The AN -5 chassis had p ower units with 
SC prefix, t his became 9CG with the 
H.AN6/G.AN1 series. It is important to get 
these correct. 
A good set of A.F. ring and open-ended 
spanners, plus a socket set, are a basic 
tool kit, together with all the usual screw
drivers. etc., and an electric drill with 
flexible drive, com plate with a set of grind
ing mops and stones. Petrol, a stiff brush 
and suitable washing-tin are handy too ; 
make one by chopping a 1 0 in. x 5 in. hole 
in a gallon tin. Don't forget to turn back 
the edges. 
A word of warning. It is easy to go ahead 
and Improve performance, even by 1 00%, 
but some cars have now endured 10 years· 
abuse. and it is essentiBI to ensure it is 
basically sound. There is no point in spend
ing hours on the power unit if brakes and 
suspension are not up to scratch. It is all 
too easy to ·reave it till later'. You and your 
vehicle will be lethal. 
What degree of tuning is required, for what 
purpose? 
The 9C cylinder head will be improved by 
carefully polishing all casting marks, fr.azes, 
etc., from the combustion chamber, 
gradually radiusing the central projection . 
Do not remove it altogether. Inlet ports 
should be enlarged and polished (illus
tration A 1). Make a template, and do not 
exceed this shape, as the wall is very thin 
at this point. The compression ratio can 
be increased by fitting the 9CG flat-top 
piston. to 9.3 :1 or by removing approxi
mately .065 in. from the head face. The 
head depth can vary t remendously and 
there is danger of penetrating the bottom 
oil way. A 'dodge' to check the available 
depth is to put a thin steel wire down the 
rocker feed hole; measure this depth, then 
deduct it from the measurement of the 
head- face-to- pillar-face depth. Remember 
to leave sufficient metal to prevent warp
ing : .085/ .090 ln. is normally a safe 
maximum. 
To establish your actual compression ratio 
you must obtain details, some of which 

can be regard&<! as constants. See Chart II. 
After working on the combustion chambers 
you must also balance them. We can 
achieve this by placing the head face 
uppermost with plugs and valves in place 
(all polishing, valve grinding completed} . 
Place a piece of perspex totally covering 
the combustion chamber. but with a small 
a in . hole in its centre. 
Using Redex and a burette. the capacity is 
soon found. Alternatively, a crude but 
equally efficient method is to pack the 
combustion space with c hildren's Plasti· 
cine, carefully levelling it flush with the 
head face. Remove a// of it (shape is un
important) and drop it into a measuring 
cylinder, graduated in c.c.s and containing 
a known quantity of w aMr. Before-and
after readings give the vojume displaced . 
Most good chemists retail these glass 
cy!Jnders. 
The volume of the compressed gasket is 
approximately 3 c.c. throughout 'A' series. 
except for Cooper ·s· and 1 2 7 5 Sprite/ 
M .G. at 3.8 c.c. The piston depth annular 
groove varies a little ; Chan II shows that 
some models d iffer, in particular the 1275 
c.c. units and the 998 c.c. Cooper. 
Next we need to know what effect the 
piston has, e.g. flat top. dished (volume of 
dish) or raised crown (volume displaced). 
Finally, we need the actual engine capacity 
divided by four for the individual cylinder. 
Basic capacities are known but what if the 
unit is bored ? 
1. Geometry tells us Pi x rad iusl~Area 

(Pi= 22/7 or 3.1416) 
2 . 948 c.c. bored - .030 in.= Std bore 

2.478 -'- ,()30 in. 
3. - 2.508 in. bore diameter, 1.254 radius 
4. (1.254 in. x t .254 in .) x 3.1416= 

4.965 sq. ins. x (stroke) 3 in.=14.985 
cubic inches 
M ultiply this by 16.38 to give 244 c.c., 
which is swept volume. 
The combustion chamber capacity (std) 
is 24.5 c.c. 
combustion. chamber val = 24.5 c.c. 
gasket vol - 3.0 c.c. 
Annular groove = .8 c.c, 
9C Piston ( 1 2A 145) dish = 4.2 c .c. 
Unswept volume Total =32.5 c.c. 

Add this figure to the swept volume 244 
c.c. and divide this total by 32.5 for the 
correct compression ratio. 
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e.g. unswept val -t swept volume 
··- - - - = unswept volume 

244 = 276.5 
32.6 + 32.5 32.5 = 8.5= 1 

By using this formula and Chart II, you can 
obtain compression to suit. w ithout 
machining heads. All the cy l inder heads 
can be interchanged. but head clearance 
differs. w it h the result that larger valves 
overlap the bores and the block must be 
relieved fo r clearance by at feast .060 in . 
This manifests itself to a greater extent 
when different cams are used (Chart I ) . 
AEA 400 exhaust valve in KE 965 material 
should be used in the 'A ' series heads 
except for Cooper S end oth er 1275 c.c . 
units. 
To obtain a moderate power increase on 
the 9C engine. therefore. w e must polish 
and balance t he head and f it 9CG Piston 
12A 187 (or machined head) . To take full 
advantage of the raised compression. the 
Cooper 997 camshaft, SSG 229, has 
higher lift with increased valve period . 
The cam profile determines the valve
crash point, relative to spring strength and 
weight of valve gear. There is no advantage 
in raisrng the valve-crash point by fi tting 
too strong a spring, or combination of 
springs. 
The only result is excessive toad on the 
cam followers and lobes. 
Always use the 1 2G 793 oil-pump when 
rebuilding; it is the most effic ient for this 
type. As, init ially, w e have retained the 
clamp- bolt rods and, w e assume ,standard 
crankshaft (balanced as an assembly with 
flyw heel and clutch pressure plate) AEA 
311 valve springs should be retained . 
These will restric t r. p.m. to approximately 
6,400 with t he 88G 229 cam. 
Use the Mk II (9CG) inlet manifold and H2 
carburettors. carefully matching the m ani· 
fold to t he head ports. Replacing t he pro
duction exhaust manifold by a good three· 
branch type is beneficial in scavenging the 
cylinders. and w orth two to three additional 
b .h.p . The standard d istributor is unsuit · 
able, and should be replaced by t he special 
competitions one, C-27H 7766, with 
matched advance curve. This is also ideal 
for the semi- r<Jce c<Jm C-AEA 731 . Static 
setting for the ignition should be one or 
two degrees before T.D.C.. using N6Y 

plugs. Carburettor needles sh ould be V3 
w ith blue spring, A UC 4587. 
Power output should now h ave increased 
f rom i ts normal 42.5 b.h.p. at 5,000 to 
around 55 b.h.p. at 5,800, more than the 
standard Ml< II 9CG unit. For a further 
increase for competit ion it is wiser to 
increase capacity. At the same time we can 
use the fully fl oati ng gudgeon pins. There 
is a choice of pistons for this purpose ; 
ideally, the 9CG block is a better basis, 
w ith bearings for all camshaft j ournals. 
Crankshafts have been available which 
enabled high r.p. m. to be used safely . 
C-AEA 406 was an improved-material 
specification with identical measurements 
to standard ; t his w as the 'red crank' . A 
safe maximum w ith this w as around 7.~00 
when correctly balanced. (This is essentia I 
to the l ife of t he component.} Always 
balance the era n k with the flywheel and 
clutch. C-AEA 461 w as a more expensive 
nitrided component for Formula J unio r 
engines. Due to its thicker w ebs, the centre 
mai n cast ing of the block had to be reduced 
in w idt h by .063 in. either side. At the 
same time the centre cap was 'strapped' . 
This is useful when build ing any 'A' series 
block. and is simply a matter of machining 
the cap flat and fitting a steel billet .5 if'l . 
thick on top. Retain t his by lo nger high· 
tensile studs and Nyloc, or similar. nuts. 
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If you are fortu n<Jie to obtai n one of these 
cranks your r.p.m. l imit is considerably 
extended. A new Tuftrided crankshaft 
C-AEA 792 is now available from B.M .C., 
probably safe to 7.500 r.p.m. For a maxi
mum-power unit the standard con-rods 
should be discarded. Replacements are a 
choice of the standard 9FA Cooper type. 
12G 123/126. which can be fitted w ith 
12A 674 orig inal pistons to a 2.543 in . 
bore ( .065 in. oversize) . The Formula 
Junior pistons, C-A EA 639. have a slight ly 
domed top, requiring special rods C-AEA 
620 and 621 as the gudgeon pin diameter 
is larger t han standard at .687 i n. Bore size 
is 2.538 in. (.060 in. o/ size). With the 3 in . 
stroke crankshaft. the respective capacities 
would be 998 c.c. and 995 c.c . The con 
rods should be carefulty w eighed end-to
end. Using the l ightest one as standard, 
reduce the other to identical limits. 
At this stage we require a more efficient 
cylinder head. The 1 2A 184 (9CG ) is a 
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improvement on the 9C type. Its capacity 
is greater at 26.1 c.c. and this would give 
approximately 9.8 co mpression w ith the 
'D' top Cooper piston. 
Much better still is tile MG 1100/Cooper 
998 head, 28G 212. Its inlet valve head is 
larger, 1.219 in. and t he general casting, 
is much better too. 
Inlet ports should be carefully polished to 
a good finish, and exhaust ports can also 
be polished to remove casting marks, etc. 
Carefully smooth the combustion chamber 
leaving no sharp edges. The spark plug 
orifice is a favourite point to overlook ; 
raoius the peak away, and if valve seats 
have a 'sunken' appearance, blend them 
to the profile. Check that the ports blend 
smoothly t o t he valve seat and cut this to 
leave minimum area of contact : 'knife
edge' the valves in fact. Radius the non
contact areas of the insert. Unless one is 
extremely skilled, the production valves 
12G 296 i nlet, AEA 400 exhaust. should 
be polished but left alone. 
This head has 28.2 c.c. capacity and this 
would provide 9 :1 w ith the 12A 674 
pistons. Th e C-AEA 639 piston does, how
ever, rise .020 in. approximately above the 
compressed gasket height. d isplacing all 
t he neutral volume except the combustion 
chamber. With these, the compression 
ratio would be 10:1 approximately. A 
similar ratio can be obtained by machining 
the head as detailed earlier. to reduce its 
capacity ; approximately .045 in. should 
suffice. A compression ratio of11 :1 should 
be reg<~rded as optimum for tractability, 
and this w ould require a 22 c.c. head 
capacity with 12G 674 piston. 25 c.c. head 
with C-AEA 639 pistons; these. w ould be 
in relation to approximately .095 in. and 
.050 in. from the head face. 
Alternatively, the latest Sprite Mk IV 
(H AN9). M.G. Midg et Ill (G AN4) head. 
38G 399. could be used. w ith the 12A 674 
piston. Its capacity, at 21.4 c.c. standard, 
is approximately correct, and it would 
require only light polishing. Valve sizes are 
increased to 1 .307 inlet. 1.156 exhaust. 
This head w ould have to be relieved to be 
suitable w ith the C-AEA 639 pistons. 
though ; compression w ould be 12.7 :1 as 
standard. 
The valve springs fitted to the 12A 1 84/ 
28G 222 heads are AEA 31 1 outer, AEA 
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40 1 inner. The inner is fitted w ith d ifferent 
collars (AEA 402) at the top and also one 
is fitted at tl-ie bottom (AEA 403) . 
With these springs, with the C-AEA 731 
and C-AEA 648 race camshafts. you will 
not experience valve-crash unti l 7,000. 
The springs fitted t o the 38G 399 head 
(12G 1136 outer/ 12G 1137 inner) have a 
slightly incr.:,ased rate. but this would be 
cancelled by the weight of the valves to 
some extent. 
CAMSHAFTS & CARBURATION. 
The increased cam lift and spring load 
renders the standard.tim ing chain unsuitable 
at high r.p.m. Convert to Duplex by 
using ·s· type components : B.M.C. make 
a kit ( C-AJJ 3325) which includes the 
countersunk hardened screws for the front 
plate. A l ightened steel camshaft sprocket. 
to suit the Duplex chain, is C-AEG 578. 
Early rocker gear of the pressed -steel type 
should be discarded in favour of the forged 
rockers. Current production Cooper ·s· 
models have a new , I ighter forged type, 
1 2G 1221. These have adequate strength 
for all purposes, and can be lightened still 
fu rther by lightly radiusing the bosses and 
valve contact a rea shoulders. 
The shaft should be changed to C-AEG 
399 : this requires an additional tapped 
pillar on which the locating screw h.as been 
sawn off flush with the threads. The pur· 
pose of this is that the locating hole, which 
can cause failure wit h excessive loading. 
is moved in to a po int where it is supported 
on both sides. At the same time, the 
springs should be changed to spacers 
(C-AEG 392) and washers (AEG 168) 
adjusted to locate each rocker centrally 
over t he valve stem. 
Whichever head is chosen, with a com
pression ratio around 11 :1 you will now 
require better breathing. 
The choice is between a pair of 1! in. S.U. 
(.090 in. j ets, blue spri ng A UC 4587 and 
AM or CP4 (race) need les) or a 45DCOE9 
Weber. The 1.; in. S.U.s could be mounted 
on the Sprite Mk IV manifold opened out 
and matched to the head ports. 
If t he Weber is used. the approximate 
settings are : Choke 36 

Main Jet 1.50/1 .55 
Correction Air Jet 1. 75 
ldli ng Jet .50/1.55 
Pump J et .60 
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Emulsion F2 
Auxil iary 3.5 m.m. 
Floa I 7.0 m.m. 

With either C·AEA 731 or C-AEA 648 
cams, the C-27H -7766 distributor is suit
able, as is the Cooper 'S' d istributor, 12G 
445, with no vacuum advance. Static 
setting should be T.D.C. and power should 
be around 75 b.h.p. at 6.500 r.p.m. 
If the ignition and carburettor are carefully 
set, there should not be any overheating 
problem. It is just as well to throw away 
the thermostat and replace it w ith blanking 
sleeve 11 G 176. This does have a purpose I 
It prevents coolant rushing through the 
head without circulating around valve 
seats. etc. 
When the bonnet is back on, it's just as 
w ell to check there are no gaps between 
the cowling and radiator on Mk l"s or 
forward opening bonnets. In particular, the 
bottom of the radiator matrix should be 
checked. 
Place your oil cooler (always a wise invest· 
ment) alongside the radiator, not in front, 
and feed it with the fresh air •ntakes. 
TRANSMISSION & SUSPENSION. 
Wl\at do we do w ith the power now? 
Well. there is no point in wasting it with 
a slipping clutch and ruin ing the f lywheel 
into the bargain. The flywheel itself should 
be lightened to the limits as shown (illus
tration B). Don't attempt to exceed these 
l imits. A fractured flywheel is expensive, 
and you may never be the same again. 
The standard six -spring clut ch is useless 
for competition. Automotive Products can 
supply a 6-1: in. competition nine-spring 
assembly, under the following part numbers.: 
Cover As~mbly, 50333 ; Drive Plate, 
45585/ 41 ; Release Bearing, 50345: This 
uses spacer washers (six off) 60332. A 
'deep bowl' version has also been available 

' which eliminated the necessity for spacers. 
This clutch is perfectly suitable for most 
competition work, but specia I applications 
may need different driven plates and in this 
respect you should contact A.P. Competi
tions Department at Leamington Spa. 
Little can be done with 9C gearboKes other 
than t o bring it to the 9CG closer ratios. 
The following t able shows the com-
parison : 9C 3.628 1st 9CG 3.2 

2.374 2nd 1.916 
1-41 2 3rd 1.357 
4-664 Rev 4.114 

The conversion was achieved by using the 
followin g parts : 1st Speed gear. 22A 426; 
Reverse gear. 22A 204: Lay Gear. 22A 
207; 1st Motion Shah, C- 22A 228 : 2nd 
Speed gear, C-22A 226 ; 3rd Speed gear. 
C-22A 227. Top is direct in all cases. These 
ge;~rs are no longer available. 
There are no alternatives for the 9CG box. 
The stronger spur-gears cannot be fitted. 
as the 1098/1275 c.c. gearbolles have 
larger diameter mainshafts. The layshaft 
should always be replaced by t he stronger, 
later type, 22G 673. The most satisfactory 
answer is to utilise the 1098 c.c. gearbox, 
38G 374. Basically stronger (the 12G 673 
layshaft should still be fitted), th is box 
enables you to fit the noisier bvt stronger 
spur-gear set. C-AJJ 3319. Ratios on 
them are as follows: 1st. 2.573 ; 2nd, 
1 . 722: 3rd, 1 .255. 
Fitting this box also enables the 71 in. 1098 
competition clutch, C-B 11A 4448, with 
driven plate C-BHA 4449, to be used, as 
the bell housing has more room. Th is 
requires the thicker mounting plate. Ob
viously the larger flywheel from the 1098 
model has to be used. only 12G 180. 
The 'A' Series rear axle serves its purpose 
well and has a wide choice of ratios : 

3.727 
3.9 
4-22 
5.55 
4 .875 
5.3 
5.3 

Riley 1 .5 
Competition 
Std Sprite 
Minor 1000 
A.35 
Post Office 
Post Office 
Minor 1000 

Assem bly Part No. 
ATA 7239 
ATA 7353 
ATA 7326 
ATA 7093 

2A 7230 
ATA 7230 
ATA 7073 

Some o f these can no longer be obtained. 
other than as complete diff assemblies. or 
secondhand. It is rare for the actual crown
wheel and pinion to be damaged so a 
search round breakers yards often provides 
them cheaply. 
Later Sprite axles, after HAN7. 24732/ 
Midget G-ANZ 16184, have a different 
dirt-assembly, with the filter on the case 
The nose assembly is interchangeable. 
(only 4.22. 3.9 and 3.7 can be obtained 
for this carrier assembly) bvt this would 
result in no level plug. The older assemblies 
can be fitted in later axles whBn there is a 
surfeit of fillers. If you are interchanging a 

· crown-wheel and pinion only, you must 
beware of the difference in ~me pinion 
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shafts. The inside diameter of the pinio~ 
bearing can be either 1 in. or 1 .1875 in. 
In all cases the HAN9/GAN4 axle-shafts. 
BTA 607, should be fitted. A special com
petition shaft is also available in limited 
quantities, under part number C-BTA 940. 
Limited-sl ip differentials, while expensive, 
reduce the strain on drive -shafts over 
bumpy surfaces, and el iminate power lost 
through spinning wheels. These were ob
tained from B.M.C. (C -BTA 696 or C -BTA 
881 part numbers), o r the latest type avail 
able C-BTA 1226. 
Suspension was always good with AN5 
series and their early lighter bodies. It is 
not wise to lower the car too much if it is 
used for normal roadwork. Competition· 
wise. the front ca.n be lowered by using 
spacers above the spring pan: these in 
crease the fitted length and reduce the 
pre- load of the spring. The springs fitted 
to later 1098/1275 models are increased 
in rate by 50 lbs which, with spacers. would 
not lower t he car quite so much, yet be 
stiffer. It is possible to get them cut and 
ground. thus lower ing the car without 
spacers at all but th is should not be 
anempted willy -nilly. The coils must be 
ground accurately to stress the working 
coils correctly; approximately 0.2 in. re
duction would reduce the rate by 50 lbs. 
A number of roll bars can be obtained 
varying in diameter from 9/ 16 in. to & in . 
Remember t hat stiffening and/ or lowering 
the front increases understeer. This can 
correct oversteer caused by Jig htened 
bonnets. etc. Drill the bottom links for 
the fittings, or alternatively, you can 
obtain bottom links ready drilled, AHA 
702917030. Competition shock absorbers 
are available that effectively control the 
stronger rate springs. Replacement valves 
can be obtained but these should only be 
used when t he original equipment is in 
good condition. Mount the shocker up
right, and pump it a number of times to 
expel all air. 
It is not p0ssible to get lowered springs 
tor the rear quarter elliptics. A stiffer, heavy
duty type, AHA 5468, is available with 
thicker but fewer leaves. A popular 'mod' 
is to reduce the number of leaves on the 
standard spring, ag ain especially when 
light fibreglass rear ends are used. Wedges 
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to change the ride height, by angling the 
springs up or down, are available (AHA 
6456). Adjustable shock absorbers ware 
available for quarter elliptic models after 
HAN5-4333. C-AHA 6453/6454. At this 
point the mountings changed. These 
shock-absorbers are no loll{ler available 
but later 7906!7 t ype can be used by 
changing the links (4i in. on early models) 
and using a 5/32 in . spacer b-etween the 
shocker and chassis. 

The axle locates itself quite well but 
owners often experience wheel lift in 
corners, attempting to combat this by con
tinuously stiffening the shockers. Practice 
often proves t hat the opposite will effect 
a cure, more so w ith softer springs. 

Whe~ls present a problem. in that the 
rim-width continues throughout the range 
at 3! in., both disc and rim type. B.M.C. 
only make a 60--spoke wire wheel (C-AHA 
7573) with 5 in. rim for competition. 
Stronger 3! in. d isc wheels ,without per
foration, were introduced under part num
ber AHA 6455. The practice of cutting and 
welding wheels is undesirable, as there is 
no way of checking the stress limits o r 
accuracy: for 1969. sue~ wneels will in 
any case not be permined by scrutineers. 
The expensive alternatives are alloy or 
magnesium wheels. These can provide rim 
w idths to choice which do not require 
spacers. Spacers are always undesirable. 
as they increase the load shared by studs 
and hub bearings : a 1 in. spacer can in
crease such stress by 25 per cent. A 5 in. 
rim is a good medium for the all· purpose 
owner, but for a full circuit car, the low
profile Formula 2-style tyres r~quire 7 in. 
or 8 in. rims. These present problems 
peculiar to themselves, not least being 
premature failure o f hub bearings. There 
are no acceptable mods for t he front 
bearings, but it is w ise to fit the later stub 
axles IHA 744/745. which have a stronger 
specification. 

Rear hubs also present a problem. They 
must always have the bearing lock nut 
absolutely tight. Any play will result in the 
bearings turning on the casing and in the 
hub itself. This w ill f racture t he helf-shaft 
flange under side thrust. Various mods 
have been tried, including special hubs 
with an additional inner bearing. While 
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these do stiffen the hub they introduce 
greater stress on the casing, leading to 
failure! You can't win. 

Brakes are quite suitable for normal 
roadwork but hopeless for competition 
work. Ferodo VG 95 linings help reduce 
fade. but require more ped till effort. Thi5 
was dealt with on the Warwick-built 
'Sebring' cars by homologating a Girling 
8 in. disc/8 in. drum system for use with 
wire wheels only. All the works entries 
were so equipped. This had separate 
master-cylinders for clutch and brakes. 

The standard system has always been 
Lockheed. and HeaJey's also introduced a 
Lockheed conversion for AN5-6/GAN 1 
models. This was a good improvement for 
disc wheel cars, using P L cap II iers. The 
com bin at ion master-cylinder had an ex
tension fitted. and the residual valve 
changed. Discs were 8. 7 5 in. diameter. 
larger than the Girl i ng system. and it was 
much cheaper. To convert early models 
now presents no difficulty, for the produc
tion disc brakes introduced with HAN7/ 
GAN 11 models easily adapt. The master
cylinder should be changed to BHA 4365, 
as well as the callipers, discs, hoses, etc. 
You must ensure the hoses do not foul 
when the wheels are turned, lock to lock. 
Special OS 11 pads ( C-AHT 16) are readily 
available for these, but you should retain 
the standard linings on the rear for balance. 
The swept area of these discs is some 25 
per cent. greater than the spec i a I G irling 
set-up. 

During these ea rlv years, apart from the 
Warwick-built 'Sebring' (so named after 
their successive class wins and identified 
from normal production cars by the special 
Donald Healey chassis- pi ates) there were 
also limited production specials by Speed· 
well, Doug Wilson- Spratt's Healey Centre 
(W.S.M.) and the Abingdon-built Midgets 
campaigned successfully by Dick Jacobs. 
These appealed by having pretty alum
inium bodies grafted on to the Sprite 
platform. The Donald Healey and M.G. 
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cars were in some cases homologated 
within Appendix "J" regulations, as were 
the Speedwell versions. 

Various special engine capacities were 
introduced in these competition versions 
for particular events. B. M. C. units from 
their development had the XSP prefix, 
with various strokes and bores. some of 
which are now in private owner's hands, 
Dimensions are as follows: 
960~ (948 .020 in.) 2.498 in. x 3 in. 
995= (94S .060 in.) 2.538 in. x 3 in. 
999~ 2.82 in. x 2.438 in. 

1 098 =' 2.667 in. x 3 in. ( shon stroke) 
1.75 in. mains 

1138-2.59 in. x 3.3 in. 2 in. mains 
1293= 2.8 in. x 3.2 in. 2 in. mains 

Speedwell also had their own develop
ments; of notable interest was an 1100 
unit with six-port alloy head and using 
tou1 motor-cycle AMAL carbs. With dual 
pumps operating a scavenge system. they 
were supplied by a weir principle. 
Alexander Engines also introduced a 
special version complete with 'speed' 
stripe in 'tuned and super-charged form. 

Alloy heads were available in norma I 
or six-port form, most of which were liable 
to either warping or porosity. Biggest 
power gain from a single item was the 
crossflow head, also in alloy and very ex
pensive. Unfortunately, these were liable 
to lose guides at inopportune moments. 
leading to even more expensive repairs. 

The supercharging method is often 
adopted since it can be cheaper than ad
vanced conventional tuning, but I feel you 
should still strip and fully ba I a nee the 
power unit. The C75B 02 Shorrocks was a 
four-vane type unit, driven at under crank
shaft speed. This had a displacement of 
730 c.c. per revolution. Using a single H.4 
1 ~in. S.U. with 100 in. Jet and R.F. needle, 
the power output was around 68 b.h.p . 
The 'Sebring' models also offered one on 
a race-tuned engine, giving around 90 
b.h.p . 



CHAPTER2 
The 1098cc Sprite Midget 

During production of the Austin Healey 
Mk 11 / MG 1 at HAN6-24731 / GAN1 -
16183. a larger pow er unit and baulk-ring 
synchromesh gearbox was introduced . 
These HAN7/GAN2 versions also had the 
disc brakes {referred to earlier an<! st ill 
current) and half-elliptic rear springs. Wire 
w heels beca me a factory option instead 
o f the specialised conversion. 

These early 1 098 models { 1 OCG Prefix) 
had 2.543 Bore ., 3.296 in. stroke. still 
retaining 1.75 in. mainbearings : no special 
crankshafts were available. Unsuited to 
tuning, a peculiari ty was local overheating, 
causing the core-plugs to pop out with 
increasing regularity. 

Other than mildly polishing the com
bustion chambers. these units are best 
left untouched. 

Introduction of the H-AN8/ GAN3 
models. in M arch, 1964. with smoother 
bodyline, curved screen. wind-up win
dows and repositioned instrument panel, 
also brought the 10 c.c. 1098 engine 
which, w ith 2 i n. main bearings, was much 
more robust. Basic compression ratio 8.9. 
with the same head capacity as the 1 OCG 
at 28.29 c.c. inlet valves were larger, how
ever. at 1.219 in. diameter. the head being 
basically identical to the 998 Cooper 28G 
222 

The efficiency will be improved by care· 
fully polishing and radiusing sharp edges. 
NEVER rar;lius the combustion chamber / 
head face angle. The throat width •n 
illustration A1 can be taken <o 11 / 32 in. 
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on this head, w ith extreme care. It is still 
possible to obtain the domed competitio n 
inlet valve (C-AEA 628) of 1.280 in. 
diameter to fit this head. with the seat 
suitably ground out. 

Special crankshafts are no longer avail
able for these models. but suitably balanced 
as a complete assembly, w ith clutch. 
lightened flywheel complete, it should be 
'safe' to 7.000 r.p.m. If you have a crank 
reground unders ize or change any re
ciprocal parts (clutch, flywheel) you must 
rebalance the whole assembly. R.p.m. 
should be rest ricted with undersize cranks 
also. 

Pistons present a problem due to their 
very small compression height (Chart II ) . 
What we need are rods .15 in. shorter 
bet ween centres, but they don't exist r 

f or all- round use, the compression can 
be increased to 10:1 by removing approxi
mately .060 in. from the head. To get the 
full benefit, fit the 88G 229 cam (the 
block has three bearings as standard) ; 
this requires the competition distributor, 
C-27H-776. With ignition at T.D.C. and 
standard needles, the power, will be over 
65 b .h.p. at 6,000 r.p.m. 

Removing the air cleaners will need a 
mixture correction which involves fittjng 
AH2 needles and red springs A U C4387. 
Replace the cast exhaust manifold with a 
three-branch type. as before. The earlier 
valve spring and t uning gear points still 
apply. Competiti on valve springs, increas
ing the total rate to 165 lbs., w ill enable 
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the valve bou nee point to rise from 6. 250 
to 7,350 r.p.m. (part no 's C -AEA 494/ 
C-AEA 524). Lightened cam followers 
C·AEG 579, help to lessen the load. too. 
The competition clutch mentioned earlier 
should be fitted, but for special purposes, 
a more suitable driven-plate (cemented 
and rivetted) woufd be advisable. Refer to 
Autom otove Product s. Leamington Spa. 

Searching for more power, with the 
bottom end dealt with as before (fully
f loating small -end con-rods standard) the 
compe1itions C-AEA 731 and C-AEA 648 
camshafts are avoiloble. Compression 
should be 10.5 ( 23 c.c. head} or 1 1 ; 1 
(21 .3 head). Ideally one can use the latest 
HAN 9/GAN 4 cylinder head; the capac ity 
w ill give 11 :1 exactly. and you have the 
immediate benefit of larger inlet and ex
haust valves. 

With the 731 and 648 cams, in particular 
the latter, it w ill be essential to check each 
valve on l ift. With the head fitted (using an 
old gasket} obt ain at least .060 in. clear
ance by relieving the blocks w ith a cutter. 
Check valve sprin-gs too; adequate clear
ance between the centre coils when the 
springs are compressed is .060 in. 

These amounts may seem excessive. 
but at high r.p.m .. w ith valve float occur
ring and heat expansion effects, it is 
possible for contact to occur between 
valve and block. This imposes consider
loads on valve gear. push rods, cam 
foflowers and cam lobes. Valve springs 
becoming 'solid' at full lift have the same 
results. 

When reboring bear in mind that .060 
in. oversize is 11 44 c.c. To exceed this 
takes you out of the popular 1150 c.c. 
Class. 

To get maximum power. fit 11r in. S.U. 
carburettors to the standard manifold 
having carefully polished it to the correct 
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diameter and matched it to the head ports; 
kits C-AUD 194 and C-AJJ 3304 provide 
all necessary parts. Flare pipes in place of 
the air-cleaner w ill aid the venturi effect . 
Use No. 6 needles. No. 7 with the 648 cam. 
Using the competition distributor and a 
static t im ing of 2 ·'-3 " B.T.D.C. a useful 80 
b.h.p. at 6.000 r.p.m. should be available, 
dependent on the camshaft used. For 
absolute maximum use a 45DCOE Weber 
carburettor. B.M.C. can supply a mani fold 
and kit (less carb) for this purpose {C-AJJ 
3360) and although it w i ll be necessary 
to e!tperiment a bit suitable settings should 
be as follows : 

Choke 38 m.m. 
Main Jet 1 .85 1.90 m.m. 
A ir Correct ion 2 .1 0 m.m. 
Slow Running 50 F2 
Pump Jet .60 m.m. 
Auxiliary 3.5 m.m. 
Float 5 m.m. 
A racing exhaust manifold. with maKi

mum extractor effect. and large bore 
outlet should be usec;1 (C.AHT 11 ) . The 
HAN 9/GAN/ 4 pipe and silencer will 
match up w ith this for road use. Maximum 
power, with careful attention to t iming 
and earns. should be a peak 85 b.h.p. 
around 7,000 r.p.m. 

Front suspension is dealt with as befo re. 
but the rear springs. being half- elliptic. can 
be replaced by lowered ones (C-AHA 
8272) i or racing. The rear springs were 
uprated 50 lbs. just b efore the 1275 
version was introduced. and this should be 
remembered when a fibreglass rear is 
fitted, for instance. Adjustable rear shock 
absorbers for these models are part numbers 
C-AHA 7906 R/ H. C-AHA 7907 L./ H. 

No changes are necessary to the 
standard braking system. Retain the normal 
linings on the rear, and fit D.S. 11 Pads 
(C-AHT 16) to the front discs. 



CHAPTER 3 
1275cc Sprite MK4/Midget MK3 

From October 1966 these ever- popular 
models grew up a little more. The HAN 
9/GAN/4 acquired a larger, de-rated ver
sion of the Cooper ·s· power unit, allied to 
the previous model"s features. Block de
sign differed in that there were no covers 
giving access to cam followers (un
changed). Main bearing diameter remained 
2 in. 

Cylinder dimensions are bore 2. 7 8 in. 
x stroke 3.2 in.; smaller valves were used 
than on the ·s· at 1 .309 in. inlet and 1 .219 
in. exhaust. These 1 275 units have 8.8 :1 
compression as standard, using a piston 
with extremely large dish, 11.13 c.c. A 
power output of 65 b.h.p. at 6,000 r.p.m. 
is obtai ned in standard form. 

Early models came out with standard 
material crankshafts, this quickly being 
amended by a special batch of nitrided
type marked AEG 517. These were re
placed in production with a n itrid ed pro
duction crank (AEG 565) and this 
continued until late 1 967. when at uftrided 
version. with the same markings. was 
introduced. This is considered to be 
perfectly satisfactory for all purposes. The 
con-rods (AEG 520) are extremely good
actually an improvement on the Cooper 
·s· types. Other than earefully matching 
them for weight, no problems should 
occur and nothing else need be done to 
them. 

Remove the head and carefully polish 
the combustion che~mber and ports. do 
not alter the shape. Carefully blend the 
in let manifold and head ports, retaining 

the sleeves. Pol ish out the manifold to 
accept the 1! S.U.s C-AUD 194 (No.6 
needles blue springs) with fitting kit 
(C-AJJ 3334 for this model} and use flare 
pipes C·AEA 485 (or C·AHT 10). Fit the 
large bore exhaust manifold (C-AHT 11 ). 

Static ignition should be set around 8 " 
B.T. D.C. This should provide another 1 0 
b.h.p. to give a total of 75 at 6,000 r.p.m. 
Valve bounce with the standard springs 
occurs around 6,700 r.p.m. 

To gain more power we require il cam, 
and the opportunity should be taken to 
strip the power unit. Have the lightened 
flywheel (C-AHT 70) fitted ,with the 
competition clutch (C-AEG 546), driven
plate C·AEG 547 (6; in. diaphragm type) 
and balance the complete assembly. 

Carefully match the connecting-rods 
AEG 520. These now supersede the earlier 
'S' type. as mentioned earlier. 

The Cooper 'S' piston can be used in 
either dished (9. 75 :1) or flat top {12 :1) 
form. The dished-type (SG 2434) are 
possibly best. Bored i .020 in. gives 
1293 c.c., while to exceed this would go 
out of the 1300 c. c. class ( .040 in 1311 
c.c.). When rebuilding use VP3 material 
(Vandervell) for main and big-end bear· 
ings. The lightened cam-wheels (C-AEG 
578} and cam followers (C-AEG 579) 
should be used. 

The camshafts in the 12CC series differ 
from normal B.M.C. practice. in that a 
·spider· drive replaces the older pin· type 
to the oil pump. This eliminates drive 
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failure. A drive flange, 12G 729. is neces
sary for the end o f the cam. 

Choosing C-AEG 567 f or road and 
competition use, use distributor C-27 H -
7766. and T. D C. static ignition. A emove 
.060 in. from the head face to get 16.4 c.c. 
combustion chamber capacity and a com 
pression ratio of 11.5:1. Power is increased 
to 83-85 b.h.p. at 6,000 r.p.m., and is 
usable to 6,500 r .p.m. 

Fitting a Cooper 'S' head (larger Inlet 
and exhaust valves). similarly polished and 
mechined, would give around 90 b.h.p. at 
6,500. 

Usi ng the C-AEG 529 cam provides no 
power below 3,000 r.p.m. but pulls from 
4.500 to a peak 95 b.h.p. around 6,500 
w ith 85 b.h.p .. still usable, at 7,500 r.p.m . 
The longer cam period puts less stress on 
the springs and thereby extends their valve 
bounce figure with C-AEA 652/524 
springs. 

To obtain maximum power, still using 
the 529 cam and 8G 2434 pistons. have 
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the standard head modified to accept the 
larger C-AEG 544 inlet valve 1.406 in. 
Carefully match the combustio n chambers 
and polish them thoroughly; capacity 
should be reduced to 16.4 c.c. (.060 in. 
from head face) . (Alternatively, a race head 
can be purchased, C-AHT 221, with this 
work completed.) Use Cooper ·s· head 
gasket AEG 226 (3.8 c.c.). With ignition 
and distributor as b efore. replace the S.U.s 
with a 45 DCOE W eber, sett ings : 

Choke 38 
Main Jet 1.95 
Ai r Correc tion 1 . 7 5 
Idling 50 F2 
Pump Jet 60 
Emulsion F2 
Auxiliary 3.5 
Float 7 m.m. 
Maximum power should be 104 b.h.p. 

at 7,000 r.p.m. evenly rising from 5,000 
r.p.m. odd. 

These results can only be obtained by 
careful attention to detai l in preparation. 
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CHAPTER 4 t 
--------------------------------------~~~==~~~~~~-----, 

The first production sports car from 
Abingdon with a B.M.C. power unit was a 
very pretty roadster which departed com
pletely from the traditional MG. Available 
in coupe form also, this model was desig
nated MG A. By 1962 over 110,000 models 
in various forms had gone to owners around 
the world. 

The conventional box section chassis 
was retained and given a new-look stream· 
l ined body. The 1489 c.c. power unit w as 
borrowed from the Austin A50/ Morris 
Oxford range, output being increased by 
stepping up compression to 8.3 :1 . An 
improved cast exhaust manifold, twin 1 ~ 
in. S.U. carburettors and camshaft (chart 
6.1) with increased lift and period. con
trived to produce 68 b.h.p. Bore and stroke 
were 2.88 in. x 3.5 in. The head capacitY 
was 38.7 c.c. nominal and piston dish 
4.85 c.c. Valve sizes were unchanged at 
1.5 in. inlet. 1 .281 in. This output was 
transmitted through an 8 in. single plate 
clutch to the gearbox with rat ios : 

3rd 1.374 
2nd 2.214 
1st 3.64 

Top gear being direct of course. These 
did not change and indeed were current 
to the MG B until the Mk II all-synchromesh 
gearbox was introduced .The three-quarter 
floating rear a)(le was fitted with a 4.3 final 
drive (4.55 optional) relative to 17 m.p.h. 
per 1,000 r.p.m. (16 :4 m.p.h. 4.55) . 

Braking was via 1 0-inch drum brakes 
wit h a total area of 1 34.4 square inches ; 
nevertheless. these proved efficient. 
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Originally the powef units had narrow 
throats and ports, the early version having 
mods to tappets. pu~h rods and piston, 
after 15GB 38484. These later pistons 
have stiffer gudgeon pins. 

15G D units have all these modifications 
plus a new gearbox with repositioned 
starter motor and the sliding spline prop 
shaft repla<:ed by a Hardy Spicer jo int. 
output then being around 72. b .h.p. at 
5,700 r.p.m. 

Before you attempt any modifications 
carefully examine the v ehicle, some have 
1 5 birthdays and probably as many owners· 
You must ensure it is basically sound. The . 
MG slogan has always been 'Safety Fast', 
let's keep it that way. 

Reference to the earlier 'Spridget' sec
tions will find suggestions of suitable 
equipment. Most car enthusiasts soon 
gather a good selection of tools anyway I 
Never waste money on tools, buy top 
quality every time. 

The first step is to remove the cylinder 
head. strip it and clean all parts. Possibly 
it may show signs of being modified 
previously, this work should be checked. 

Early ve-rsions should have their inlet 
ports opened out as illustrated in diagram 
Ba. 1. Also grind out the exhaust throat to 
1.170 in .... 005 in. and shorten the ex
haust guide by .094 in·. grinding away the 
boss to flow the port. 

This would bring the motor into I ine 
with the later production versions. A 
special material exhaust valve was fitted 
to some models (1 H 1025). and should 
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make metal template to this 

shape and grind out inlet 
port throat at section 

A.A. to allow plate 
to just pass through 

---r-- remove by grinding 

shorten this end of 
guide by A in 

bore exhaust throatto t~~~ inDIA 

ENLARGING PORTS ON EARLY MGAs 
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always be fitted as this. has an improved 
surface finish. 

We are looking for something more. but 
t he snag is that no special crankshafts 
exist for these models. The standard one 
carefully balanced is safe to around 6.500. 
but continuous running above 6,000 r.p.m. 
is not really on. Con-rods also limit the 
r.p.m. as they are t he clamp bolt type, but 
here at least, an alternative exists. . 

For a mild increase the head sh ould be 
polished and al l surface irregularit ies re
moved. Where valve seats have been fitted, 
blend them into the combustion chamber 
roof. T/le valve seats in the port should be 
gently blended back also. The cent re peak 
w hich creates turbulence should be gently 
ground to a 3/ 16 in. radius and any sharp 
edges rad iused away. Do not spoil the 
chamber walls or gasket overlap. or failure 
will result. Balance the chambers (see 
Spridget section) and return to the nominal 
39.7 c.c. capaci ty by l ightly grinding the 
face (.010 in - 1 c .c . approx.). The face 
should be l ightly finished in any case t o 
ensure it is absolutely f lat. Match the inlet 
ports carefully to the manifold and smooth 
out the manifold without increasing its 
diameter. Using a slightly richer needle, 
the CC. and keeping t he standard ignition . 
t his stage w i ll show a mild increase to 
around 75 b.h.p . at 5.750 r.p.m. 

Fitting the old Riley 1.5 camshaft (4BG 
184) with reduced camlift and timing (see 
chart B 1} increAses power in the low and 
mid range at the expense of performance 
above 5.000 r.p.m. Tappet clearance .01 5 
in. and ignit ion should be around 4 " 
B.T. D.C. 

Assuming that we are aiming to get the 
maximum possible for road use. then 
remove the power unit. Having stripped it 
and cleaned all parts carefully, examine 
the block and cam bearings. 

The crankshaft should be examined and 
scrapped ii in doubt. Reground cranks are 
not a good prospect I Better to start with a 
new one and have it fully balanced with 
fl ywheel and clutch pressure plate. The 
strongest crank is that fitted to the 1622 
c .c. version. but this requires the centre 
main housing to be machined to reduce its 
width. 

Con-rods should be carefully matched 
and weighed end to end. A highly polished 
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tin ish increases surface strength. 
For increased compression for road use. 

British Leyland Special Tuning can supply 
t he flat top piston C- 1 H-1178 to suit the 
standard rods. This w ould g ive 9 :1 com
pression. Static ignition at 4 " B.T.O.C. 
and the standatd cam would increas·e out
put to around 80 b.h.p. 

Harder N3 plugs would be required for 
fast motoring. 

A higher compression is obtained by 
using the special C-1 H -1180 pistons 
(chart Ill) that are also available from 
Special Tuning. As these are competition 
pistons they have extra tolerances and 
should only be fitted to bores w ith mini
mum wear. Oversizes are available if re
boring is necessary. 

These pistons must be fitted correctly 
w ith the deflector face towards the plug 
and require the special Twin-Cam rods 
w i th large diameter solid small ends, 
C-AEH-642/644. The rods are difficult to 
obtain. remaining stocks being d isposed 
of as matched sets (C -AJJ 3357). If you 
can get these they are superior to any other 
type. Again they should be carefully 
balanced. 

With the pistons fitted, check their 
height by putting plas-ticine on the crown 
and placing the head in position (use an 
old gasket). Clearance should not be less 
than .060 in. Maximum power should now 
be around 85 b.h.p.; but can be further 
increased by larger carbs. 

The MG B mani fo ld 12H 911 is an im
provement on t he st andard version a1. it 
has a larger d iameter balance pipe a in.). 
Match this to t he cylinder head f irst and 
then fit H in. S.U. H6s (C-AUD 229). Use 
studs long enough to fit the thick Neoprene 
gasket C ·AHT 178 and retain the carbs 
with double coi l spring washers and two 
locking nuts. This met hod absorbs vibra
tion and reduces frothing in the float 
chambers at high r.p.m. Use the ram pipes 
C-AHH 7209 to reduce turbule!'lce and 
create a venturi effect. 

Competition and higher revving wi ll 
demand additional fuel flow. The standard 
pump should f low at 9 gallons per hour 
but if it's clapped, then it may only pass 
6 gallons. 

In maximum racing tune the units could 
easily require 7 -8 gallons per ho ur ; thus 
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fuel starvation and weakened mixture 
could result. Pump AUA 73 has ample 
ilow rate but may need alterat ion to the 
bracket to fit . 

Static ignition woujd be approx. 2 o 

B.T. D.C. The 1 i in. varbs should have 
.1 00 in. Jets with KW needles. Maximum 
should be j ust below 90 b.h.p. at 6,000 
r.p.m. Tappet clearance in all cases should 
be .016 in. Maximum power being devel
oped around the adopted rev limit of 
6.000 r.p. m. 

Otller camshafts should be considered 
with care as the power is always higher 
in the rev range. The C-AE H 714 camshaft 
would give another 5 -8 b.h.p. at the ex 
pense of torque below 3,500 r.p.m. 

Don't fit heavy valve springs unneces
sarily: the standard 1 H 7 22 outer / 1 H 723 
inner suffer bounce around 5.800 normally. 
The different profile of the 48G 184 cam 
restricts performance above 5,200 what
ever springs are used. 

On the other hand t he C-AEH 714. as 
used in the 1961 Sebring cars will not 
encounter valve crash until approx. 6.400 
r.p.m. As this is about the tolerance we 
w ant, stronger springs would only load 
camshaft and followers for no reason or 
gain. 

With the standard 88G 252 camshaft 
the standard outer 1 H 1111, with C -1 H 
1112 inner (total load 174 lbs.). would 
extend valve crash to a similar figure 
(6.400 r.p.m.). 

It should be borne in mind that careful 
attention to the valve gear, reducing the 
operative w eight by grind ing surplus metal 
f rom rockers, will also postpone the valve 
crash point. A 10 per cent. red uction 
would enable the standard springs to be 
retained in this instance. There are physical 
limits though so do not go mad with the 
grinder (dow n. Myrtle, down I) and have 
a rocker shear under load. 

Fitt ing the 1 H 1111 / C-1 H 1112 springs 
with the race cam would extend the valve 
crash point to around 6.800 r.p.m. A very 
short term prospect that w ould be I 

The later 1 600 M k II had a 1622 c.c. 
unit and the head has slightly larger 
valves; porting is also improved. This head 
could be fitted to earlier models where 
every ounce of power is sought. By the 
way, its combustion chamber is 43 c.c. and 
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approximately .04 5 in. would need re
moving from the head face to obtain the 
1500/1600 MGA volume of 38.7 c.c. 
nominal. With this larger valve head the 
race camshaft 714 and ignition at 2" 
B.T.D.C. it should be possible to achieve 
1 00 b.h.p. at around 6,000 r.p.rn. 

Having dealt with the power unit. we 
move to the clutch. Again we begin by 
checking it carefully. 

Early cars up to 15G 8 16225 w ere 
fitted with Black/ Yellow pressure springs ; 
replace these with Cream/Green 1 H 1 024s 
increasing pressure by some 15 lbs . The 
competition clutch plates are no longer 
obtainable through British Leyland, but 
Borg and Beck usually have the answer to 
most clutch problems. 

The gearbox can be improved by con
verting to close ratio gears using the 
following parts : 

Lay Gear C-1 H-3298 
First Motion Shaft C-1 H -3297 
2nd Speed Gear C-22H -1 094 
3rd Spe~;u;l Gear C -1 H -3300 

C- 22 H-1 094 is a modified version of the 
superseded second speed gear C-1 H-3299 
and must be fitted w ith 22H-249 baulk 
ring. 

Ratios would now be: 
3rd 1. 268 (1.374) 
2nd 1. 65 (2.214 
1st 2. 45 (3. 64) 
2nd 1. 65 (2.214) 

Standard ratios In brackets ; top being 
direct . 

For competition and acceleration the 
4.55 f inal drive rat io is best unless the 
MG 8 wheels are fitted to obtain wider 
rims. These are smaller diameter and even 
though the wider rlms permit larger section 
of racing tYres, the spee<l reduction may 
prove too great. 

Final drive ratio's have been available as 
follows: 

4.55 :1 88G 284 
4.3 :1 (std) 88G 243 
4.1 :1 (1600 M k II ) C· ATB 7240 
3.9 :1 BTB 414 
Possibly the standard 4.3 ratio will be a 

happy medium. For road work the 4.1 or 
early MGB tourer 3.9 ratio w ould prove 
best. 
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MGB wheels fitted as standard are: 
4J x 14 Steel Disc (correct {p.c.d.) 

AHH 6132 
5J X 14 Steel Disc (correct (p.c.d.) 

AHH 8112 
4-;J x 14 Wire {60 Spoke) AHH 6487 
5;-J x 14 Wire (70 Spoke) 

C-AHH 8530 
For road work the speedometer will 

need to be corrected. Return it to M essrs. 
Smith ~ ndustries through your d istributor, 
quoting the tyre size and fina l drive ratio. 

The standard braking system should be 
thoroughly overhauled. replace the hoses 
on principle. Examine all metal pipes for 
possibl e chafing or rust . replace any 
questionable leaks. exchange cylinders are 
preferable to badge jobs with kits of 
rubbers. 

BRAKES & SUSPENSION. 
The brakes can cope with the extra 

perlormance but brake fade will be not iced. 
Prevent t his by using the Ferodo VG 95/ 1 
lined shoes (C-8G 8215) still avai lable 
t hrough Special Tuning. These require 
more pedal effort which a servo will com
pensate for, but servo assistance is a 
matter of individual preference on a high 
performance car. 

The MGA's most appealing f actor to the 
enthusiast was its handling . Relatively 
stiff all round, it was designed with over
steer which is easily corrected. This warns 
the over- indulgent before they can I ose it 
completely. 

The only change to the front was that 
the early springs were changed alter 15GB 
151 52. The coil and w ire d iamet er w ere 
increased and the free length reduced ; 
fitted length and load remained the same. 
This spring AHH 5546 was fitted to all 
MGAs, except the Twin-Cam and its push 
rod version. the 1 {:)00 De Luxe. The rear 
springs remained standard through the 
series also; the part number is AHH 5461. 

M odern radial and racing tyres extend 
the limits of adh-esion so that for fast 
motoring or competition a more 'neutral' 
handling is required. We can achieve this 
by stiffening the front end. Additiona I 
shock absorbers are available for the 1500/ 
1 600 models. C-A H H 5609 for right hand 
drive ; C-AHH 5610 left hand. These 
require spacer blocks C-AHH 5570 and 

mounting brackets C-AHH 5608/ 5609. 
stocks of which are exhausted. Drawings 
of these are sti ll supplied by the Special 
Tuning Department at Abingdon with the 
shock absorber. Existing shock absorbers 
can be stiffened by fitting the MGB valves. 
part number C-AHH 7218. 

A similar effect is obtained by fitting an 
anti-roll bar. Under no circum.stances fit 
both bar and tweaked shockers. Check all 
the steering parts carefully at the same 
time as you are w ork ing on the suspension. 

For competit ion or mot orway conditions 
an oil cooler-if not fitted already-should 
be obtained. 

Concurrently built w ith the push rod 
model was the 1 588 c.c. double over
head cam Twin -Cam. This project was not 
entirely successful. As it was considered 
to be developing maximum performance 
at approximately 110 b.h.p. at 6.700 no 
special parts were available. 

Some two thousand were bui It between 
1958-60 and they st ill give service around 
the world. An enthusiast in America 
recently purchased a brand new power 
unit in its orig ina I crate ! Another innovation 
was all round disc b rakes by Dunlop and 
centre lock disc wheels. The front sus
pension springs w ere numbered AHH 
5789. and are now fitted to the B GT to 
counteract additional weight. Later chassis 
appeared as 1600 De Luxe models using 
the 1588 push rod unit but still having the 
all round disc brakes and centre lock 
wheels. 

In May. 1959. the normal production 
MGA was given increased capacity with 
a 1 588 c.c. version of the 1 489 c.c. unit. 
Virtually it w as bored out and little else. 
It is possible to overbore the early model 
to 2.97 in. and fit t he 1600 pistons 12H 
178. at least gaining addit ional torque. 
Standard output was 80 b.h.p. at 5,600 
r.p.m. 

Lockheed front di sc brakes appeared on 
this model, with the 10 -inch drums re
maining at the rear, using slightly narrower 
shoes. Apart from capacity it was identical 
to the previous model and all the previous 
mods apply with correspondingly in
creased performance. The early head im
provements were standard t o t h is unit, but 
careful polishing will g ive around 82 b.h.p. 
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The flat top pistons for the 1600 
(9.25 :1) to suit t he Twin-Cam rods part 
number : C-12H -173 are no longer avail
able. It is possible to obtain a 9:1 (14986) 
or 9.5:1 (15059) piston to suit the 
standard rods from Hep ol ite stockists. With 
the former piston and prepa ration similar 
to the 1500 model. output would be 
appr.oximately 85 b.h.p. 

Fit the 1 i in S. U.'s with MC n~edles, 
.1 00 in. jet and static ignit ion at 8'" B .T. D.C. 
pli!ni~g ~proximately .020 in . from. t he 
head face w ith the 15059' piston would 
give 10:1 compression. The combustion 
chamber should be modified as diagram 
Ba II and the head could then be modified 
(Ba Ill) to accept the MGB valves, 12H 436 
exhaust. 1 2 H 435 inlet. by grindiog out 
throats and ports. It's simpler by far to 
acquire the 1622 head, 48G 215, and 
correct the combustion chamber volume 

• by machining the face approximately 
.050 in. 

Fining the C-AEH 714 cam and again 
pointing out the rev limit power can be 
increased to around 1 05 b.h.p. 

All transmission mods are as the 1600 
except where the brak es are concerned. 
The 1600 has Lockheed discs : for com
petition work the OS 11 pads should be 
obtained by sending to Messrs. Ferodo 
for details. If this transfers a bias to the 
rear, causing them to lock up prematurely, 
t hen fit VG95/ 1 lining material. 
MGA 1622 

In April, 1961, the 1600 Mk If w as 
introduced, this carried on the same styling 
with an uprated power unit. This actually 
was a new uni t w ith a stiffer crankshaft, 
improved cylinder head with larger inlet 
1 .565 in. (formerly 1.5 in.) and exhaust 
1 .345 in. (formerly 1 .281 in.) valves and 
increased combustion volume at 43 c.c. 

The high compression version (8.9 :1) 
had f lat-top pistons as standard and 
developed around 90 b.h.p. at 5,500. This 
was a new block and not an oversize 1600; 
the standard bore size is 3 in. 

The difficulty is that no special pistons 
exist for this model f rom any source, nor 
are we helped by the fact that the small 
end diameter was increased to .75 in. from 
.6869 in. 

Head machining after polishing and 
b alancing chamber volume detai led earlier 

could increase compression to approxi
mately 9.5 but at .060 in. removed this 

· woufd be on 1he limit. 
Fi'tting the 1 ~ in. S. U. on the 12 H 911 

manifold and usiog the race C-AEH 714 
cam should achieve 105 b.h.p. at about 
6 ,000 r.p.m. 

The standard valve springs fitted were 
6K 873 outer and 1 H 723 inner, with a 
total load on full li lt o f 163 lbs. These need 
not be changed: with the standaFd cam 
val ve crash occurs around 6,200. With the 
7 14 cam around 6.600 r.p.m. is more than 
ample. 

The transmission mod~ apply although 
the final drive ratio was 4.1 on this model. 
The clutch had light grey springs increasing 
th e pressure to 205 lbs. 

All the previously suggested modifica
tions to gearbox, wheels. brakes and so 
on, also apply . 

If a power unit has been damaged 
b eyond repair the owner should consider 
fitt ing an MGB power unit, w ith or with
out gearbox. One has to be prepared to 
modify parts to some extent but it is not 
too difficult. Using the 8 power unit you 
must fi rst ensure t hat t he first motion shaft 
has the same number of splines as the 
centre of the clutch driven plate to be used. 
A point also to watch here is that the 18GB 
(5 main bearing) MGB power unit has a 
larger diameter crankshaft bush. If the 
MGA small d iameter first motion shaft is 
used than a smaller diameter bush must 
be made. Alternatively the larger diameter 
first motion shaft could be fitted to the 
gearbox. The pump unit is longer 1md the 
w ater pump is too close to the radiator. The 
eosiest answer is to space the radiator 
approximately 5/16 in, further forward. 

It is possible to use the MGA water 
pump, part number 12H 839 but this does 
not have the same capacity and can lead 
to overheating. If this pump is fined, the 
correct pulley 8G 7 42 must also be fitted 
to keep the fan pulley in line. It's. b.etter to 
use the MGB pump 12H 766 with pulley 
128174. 

It the M G B unit is Jitted complete with 
gearbox the first motion shalt problem 
does not arise. The rear mounting is differ
ent and the MGA rear gearbox extension 
must be fitted in place of the MGB one. 
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Fit the speedometer drive gear to the out
put shaft also. 

Retain the MGB starter motor, as the 
MG A one may f ind it too much ; t he B 
starter is larger and the floor w ill have to 
be modified. 

Have a free flow exhaust fabricated, the 
MGA one is restrictive and the MGB one 
requires too much modificat ion t o fit 

With the additional weight at the front 

handling will be affected. and it may prove 
useful to f it the stronger AH H 5789 front 
springs to compensate. 

A useful hint 1or all MGAs is t hat B oil 
cooler f its with little trouble : 
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12 Row Oil cooler 
Block adaptor 
Pipes 

ARO 8909 
AHH 6701 

(AH H 8536 
(AHH 8537 



All good things have to end sometime 
(don't cry M yrtle f) and after seven years 
of the MGA production came the final 
move away from MG traditions. Sports car 
purists acce~ted certain inconveniences 
for years as necessities but the MGA had 
buried many of them (tra(l itions not 
purists). 

I ntrod uct ion of the M G B in October 
'62 saw the demise of a separate box · 
section chassis-the B falling int o l ine w ith 
modern techniques by being unita~y con 
struction. Some felt this to be a retrograde 
step but the B proved itself to be no mobile 
blancmange. In fact smooth lines and in 
creased comfort were contained within a 
smaller paekage. Length and height had 
been reduced while more important still, 
so had weight. 

Other than this body change basic 
essentials remained as the MG A 1600 
Mk II. Front discs were slightly smaller 
d iameter. 1 01 in., wi th in creased pad area; 
rear drums remained at 10 in. diameter but 
with wider shoes. Front suspension 
geometry was slightly altered and softer 
rate. longer springs fitted. Rear leaf springs 
and shockers w ere basically unaltered. 

Not only were creature comforts catered 
f o r with wind-up windows and so on. but 
a new power unit exclusive to the MG B 
effectively increased the power to w eight 
ratio from 100 b.h .p. ton to 117 b.h.p. ton. 
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MGB 

Following established BMC practice it was 
a conventional three main bearing job with 
a 3.16 in. bore, 3.5 in. stroke. giving 1798 
c.c. total capacity. Derived from the 16 GA 
unit it retained the cylinder head unaltered. 
M ain bearings w ere increased in journal 
diameter to 2.167 in. with their length 
reduced by .25 in. 

The 43 c.c. capacity combustion 
c hamber and 6.25 c.c. piston dish gave a 
compression ratio of 8.8:1 . The camshaft 
was also unaltered in specification (SSG 
252) while the carburettors changed from 
H4s to the improved HS4s with no change 
in choke size. Nett outp ut for th is p ower 
unit was 95 b.h.p. at 5,400 r.p.m. nett w ith 
maximum torque up to 11 0 lbs./f t. at 3.000 
r.p .m. 

The unit was completely new and not a 
b ored out 1622, and had the prefix 18G. 
A diaphragm clutch replaced the six
spring M GA type : although it remained 
at eight in. diameter. 

The gearbox ratios were unchanged but 
going from 15 in. to 14 in. wheels had 
n ecissatated reducing the axle ratio from 
4.1 to 3 .909. Overdrive was an optional 
extra, giving a .82 reduct ion. 

CYLINDER HEAD. 
As we are dealing w ith the early models 

it is again emphasised that the condition 
of the vehicle, bodily ancl mechanically, is 
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constant radius off& between points AandB 

varying radii 

~c cc 

machining dimensions-enlargement of cylinder head 
combustion space NOTE-·020in.(·508mm.) may be removed 

from the standard cylinder head face 

MO 01 FYI NG THE' 8' SERIES COMBUSTION CHAMBER 
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all imponant. It would not be unreasonable 
for some of these models to have exceeded 
60,000 miles-not without a few incidents 
either ! 

Unless the car's hi story is well known it 
should be thoroughly examined. Any ex
tensive tuning wi II in valve stripping com· 
ponents and the owner would be wise to 
obtain the workshop manual (AKD 3529) 
which details any special tools that may 
become necessary. 

First steps are to remove and strip the 
cylinder head, Examine a II valves, having 
first removed a II c<~rbon, Then I ig htly pol ish 
their stems, neck and heads. Any light 
pitting in the seat or face may be removed 
by grinding in; you should check the stem 
diameter for wear with a micrometer and 
at least check it in a n~w guide. Similarly 
if the valve guides themselves are worn, 
replace them. Assuming the head is as 
standard and shows no sign of cracks or 
warping by carefully polishing out the 
combus1ion chambers. Remove all possible 
sharp edges from the plug orifice and also 
radius the outer walls to reduce the peaks 
intruding in the kidney profile_ Don't re
move them completely, smooth the 
contour of the smaller ridge near the plug 
and take the peak between inlet and 
exhaust valves back by approximately 
. 25/3 in. Radius from this point on the 
profile round , fading out around the centre 
line of the two valves. Do not chamfer the 
edge of the combustion chamber or this 
will lead to burnt gaskets, just I ightly level 
the edges. Check gasket clearance with 
an old gasket. Attention to the valve pons 
can remove casting errors or burrs from 
seat areas and in the th roars. In let ports 
should be carefully polished without 
destroying the orig ina I throat or port 
diameters. I think its important to be 'ex
tremely carefu I wh-en polishing the in let 
ports so as not to weaken the structure 
between the valves. causing cracking. Also 
this bridge point encloses the water 
passage cooling the valve seats; too much 
enthusiastic grinding results in a ruined 
head. 

This work will have il'lcreased the 
capacity of each combustion chamber. The 
head face will have to be machined accord-
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i ng ly to correct this. The standard capacity 
is 43 c,c:. and for the normal compression 
ratio you must return to this. 

Measuring combustion chambers has 
been dealt with earlier, but to recap you 
require a quantity of light oil ( R ede x is 
ideal), a piece of flat Perspex to entirely 
cover the combustion chamber with a 
.5 in. hole in the centre and a measuring 
cylinder. 

With valves ground in and lifted tO· 
gether with the usual sparking pi ug, the 
head should be mounted with the head 
face horizontally uppermost. Start with a 
known quantity of oil in the measuring 
cylinder and gradually pour through the 
hoi e in the Perspex which seals off the 
chamber. When oil closes the bottom of 
the hole: you can read the capacity from 
oi I reduction in the measuring cylinder : if 
you spill any start again. Sometimes small 
corrections can be made by lightly grinding 
the valves deeper into the head but on no 
account let the valves become 'pocketed". 
The largest capacity chamber becomes 
your 'datum' so reduce the head face to 
return the chamber to the required capacity. 
About .009 in. from the head face is 
approximately equal to 1 c.c. The other 
combustion chambers should then be 
polished out so that they are all within 
.5 c.c . 

Having completed this work a small 
2-3 b.h.p. increase will result, a greater 
benefit will result from taking the oppor
tu nity at this stage to increase the com
pression ratio. 

A completely polished cylinder head is 
available from British Leyland Special 
Tuning through dealers under part number 
C-AHT 100. This will increase the com
pression to 9.5 :1 :the combustion chamber 
capacity is approximately 38.5 c.c. 

8 efore replacing any cylinder head 
which h.as beM modified to give higher 
compression, or where high compression 
pistons have been fitted, counter sink thlil 
head stud holes. this prevents any tendency 
for the block to I ift around the base of the 
stud, causing gasket failure. Head nuts 
should be torqued down to 50 lb./ft. and 
more rigid high tensile steel washers used, 
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a minimum thickness of .100 in, with an 
outside diameter • 7 5 in. is recommended. 
Always use the competition head gasket 
(C-AEH 768); this is well worth the 
additional cost, as it red1,1ces the risks of 
gasket failure with thicker copper facing 
and reinforced water way holes. High 
compression not only increases potentia I 
output, it also requires a greater volume of 
air/fuel. Open out the standard inlet mani
fold carefully, mate hi ng it to the cylinder 
head. Also fit 1 i in. S.U. HS6 carburettors, 
C-AUD 229. using the kit, C-AJJ 3321, 
which has all the necessary spacers and 
gaskets. TZ needles with red springs should 
be correct and static ignition remains at 
around 10° B.T.D.C. 

Power output should be just over 100 
b.h.p. at 5,500 having torque progressively 
I ncr eased through the range. 

At this stage it would not be wise to fit 
stronger valve springs. The standard springs 
1 H 1111 outer/1 H 723 inner bounce at 
6,200 r.p.m. which is well within the 
rotating parts' I imitations. 

Before continuing the engine should 
be removed and stripped. 

The 18G and later 18GA (closed circuit 
breathing) three bearing units are re
nowned for long distance reliability but 
this depends on preparation <Jnd keeping 
to rev limits. 

If the crankshaft shows no signs of 
scoring or wear outside normal tolerances 
it may be acceptable, if its seen a heavy 
mileage it would be more prudent to re
place it. Use a n-ew crank if possible as 
each regrind has some weakening effect. 
If you do have a crank reground it must 
be balanced, even if it had been balanced 
previously. Ideally of course you should 
use· a n ittJded shaft ( C-1 2H 11 67) ; un
fortunately stocks have long been ex
hausted. The crankshaft should be 
balanced as an assembly with its rotating 
parts, i.e .. clutch assembly, front pulley 
and flywheel which should be lightened 
by a reputable firm. 

When reassembling use bearings in 
Vandervell VP 3 material. but if it is to be 

built as a competition u n itt hen use the main 
bearings set C-SG 8843, with big end 
bearings (complete set) C-SG 2259. These 
have greater clearances (more noise start
ing from cold ! ) but are essentia I ; a 
rei ative ly sm a II mileage is required for -
running in. 

Connecting rods are best rep laced by the 
Twin~Cam type for competition. (C"AEH 
o42/C-AEH o44) or set number C-AJJ 
3357-if you can obtain them! Carefully 
balance the rods. obtaining equality of 
weight at the ends. whichever type you 
proceed with. Polish to reduce surface 
cracking and lightly rub a file over the 
cap/rod mating surface edges. 

Twin-Cam rods have a larger diameter 
with ~ in. sma II ends (fully floating) which 
will require special piston C-AEH 0736. 
This can only be supplied as .040 in. over
size (C-AEH 073643) 9iving 1840 c.c. 
engine capacity; but more important this 
piston is flat topped resulting in a com
pression of 1 0 :1 with standard head 
capacity. The C-AHT 100 cylinder head 
would give 11 :1. 

The standard rods, 12H 997/998 (12H 
426/424} on early 18G units) have small 
ends which anchor the gudgeon pins with 
a clamp bo It, the pin diameter is -l in . 
British Leyland do not make a flat top 
piston to suit these rods though it is 
possible to obtain one from H epolite, part 
number 16225. This should be acceptable 
for road use but is not recommended for 
compe1iti on. 

B ala nci ng considerably extends the life 
of components in any state of tune, so if 
the engine is rebu i It at this stage with flat 
top pistons and the Sports camshaft 
C-AEH 714, the result would be a smooth 
pu IIi ng engine with considerably i m
proved output. Maximum b.p.h. would be 
approximately at 6,000 r.p.m. 

The 1i ln. HS6 carbs would need SV 
needles (AUD 1338) with light blue 
springs; dispense with the air cleaners and 
use C-AHH 7209 ram pipes. The free-flow 
exhaust manifold, C-AHH 7103, will help 
the extraction effect giving an improve
ment through the range. Static ignition 
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remains approximately as stand a rd. 1, e .• 
with the production distributor 1 0, 
B.T.D.C. 

Where the engine is rebuilt using the 
normal dished piston, a higher compression 
is obtained by machining the head face as 
detailed earlier; remember it is essential to 
check valve clearance. Bolt the head in 
place with an old gasket and check each 
exhaust valve on full lift, at least .060 in 
clearance must remain. Do not attempt to 
run the limit with less. To obtain clearance 
use a flat cutter diameter 1.531 in. having 
.063 in. radius at its edges. 

Unless the Twin-Cam rods and hardened 
crankshaft are available there is little point 
in going to a higher compression or in 
attempting to obtain a higher rev limit. As 
it is. due to the Ia rge r overlap and better 
profile of the C·AEH 714 camshaft, the 
valve crash point is raised to around 6,500 
r.p.m. 

Should you be lucky enough to locate 
the crank and rods you can continue to 
get more power. Tuning from now on 
should be considered race tune only t The 
6.500 r.p.m. mark should always be re· 
g a rded as a constant lim it. with around 
6,800 r.p.m. as absolute. 

If these figures are exceeded there will 
be a lot of hot bits: I don't mean the sort 
to upset your girl friend either ! 

Commencing with the stripped power 
unit again, continue as before with 
balancing, making the following changes. 

The block should have the exhaust 
valves undercut to a depth of .1 40 in. 
Camshaft bearings should be replaced if 
showing signs of wear. 

Bore out the cam followers' holes to 
.9375 in.; .... 005 in., -.002 in. so that the 
·c· type followers AEC 264 can be fitted 
with shorter push rod C-AEH 767, alter· 
natively if available use the MGC follower 
and push rod. 12B 1363 and 126 1364 
respectively. This may seem peculiar but 
when fitting the race camshaft C·AEH 770 
which has a 300° period and width in
creased to .562 in., there is a risk of the 
standard followers (1 H 822) diggin9 into 
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the flank. At all times the maximum eccen
tricity of contact should be less then the 
followers' radius. 

To ensure maximum oil pressure replace 
the oil pump, but before fitting machine 
the pump cover to obtain two inlet ports. 
This wi II prevent oi I starvation at high 
r.p.m. and is detailed in the illustration 
BaiV. When assembling the oil strainer 
check carefully that no distortion of the 
plate is possible and that the gasket seals 
perfectly. If an air I eak occurs at this point 
the oil suction will be lost. Pack the relief 
valve spring with two AEH 798s (.100 in. 
thick). For long distance racing or touring 
an extend-ed sump is available C·AHH 
7252 (18G /18GA). Not only is the capacity 
increased by over two pints. the sump is 
also baffled to reduce size. 

With the deep sump a one inch packing 
-piece C·AHH 7238 must be fitted between 
the oil strainer and pump extension, again 
ensure there is no distortion on fitting. The 
dip stick should also be extended by weld
ing an additional 1 .25 in. to its length 
then "blue" the dip stick after. Alternatively 
mark a new level on the e)(isting dip stick 
an inch above the original mark. Mark it 
clearly so there is not any confusion. For 
short eire u it work the origin a I sump 
Ci!Pilcity i$ 0 K but sti II fit the baffle , 
illustrated in BaV. 

Use new studs and nuts for aU main 
bearing caps and big end bolts. Do not 
overtighten the big end bolts and make 
certain they have clearance at the bottom 
of ·blind' holes. 

As mentioned earlier use the camshaft 
C·AEH 770. The lift of this cam is in
creased considerably ( .452 in. at the valve 
with .015 in. clearance). 

Check that end float is within I i mils 
.005 in. plus/minus .002 in. 

Rep I ace the timing gears with steel ones. 
12H 244 for the crankshaft and C-AEH 
771 for the cam. The C-AEH 771 can be 
effectively lightened by some seven 
ounces. Drill six additional holes equally 
spaced from, and on t ne same pitch circle 
diameter as the two original hoi es. 

Diameter of the holes should be 49/64 
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in. Further lightening can be completed by 
carefully radiusing the centre boss and 
outer f langes. Use t he standard t iming 
chain 2H 4905. Final ly thread and plug t he 
small hole in the centre of the block face . 
Drill out the two rear water ways to 9/ 16 in . 
diameter. 

W ith the sump fitted we can return our 
attention to the cylinder head . Before 
completing the head modi fications you 
should fit alumin ium water tight plugs to 
the two large core holes in the centre of 
the head f ace by tapping t hreads. 

Replace t he standard valves by C-A EH 
757 inlet. C-AEH 758 exhaust, which are 
in nimonic 80 m~terial. These have half 
round grooves in the stem and require 
special collar C-AE H 761 and top collars 
C-AEH 760. Longer Hidural guides C-AEH 
755 inlet . C-AEH 756 exhaust should be 
fitted to the head. They inust be pressed 
to the head. They must be pressed in to 
stand between 49/64 in. above t he valve 
seat face. This distance is greater than 
standard ; t herefore leave out t he metal oi l 
shroud (only l ilted 18G/ 18GA engines) 
and valve stem oil seal. 

Due to t he higher lift of the 770 cam 
the valve spring load at full l ift wil l be in
creased by some 1 0 per cent. thereby 
extending the valve crash point to around 
6,700 r.p.m . 

lr will be more satisfactory to use the 
competi tion valve springs C-AH H 7264/ 
7265. These greatly increase the full lift 
load and assisted by the cam profi le w ill 
not encounter valve crash before 7,200/ 
7,300 r.p.m. This w ill only result in engine 
damage-so you must observe the strict 
rev limits as quoted before. To cater for the 
additional load on the valve gear the end 
rocker pillars should be replaced by special 
ones with extra support to the rocker 
shaft ends. part numbers C-AEH 762 and 
763. Reassemble the rocker gear using the 
special steel spacers C-AEH 764 (1) and 
C-AEH 765 (2): the end flo<~t tolerrance is 
.003 in. - .005 in . The rockers can t hem 
selves be polished and the bosses gently 
radiused. Similar attention to the thrust 
pad (witho ut reducing its bearing area). 
all helps t o reduce the operative gear 
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weight and its stresses. 

The standard tappet adjusting screws 
are ··waisted"" for an o il feed. but ample 
oil is supplied to the push rod cups by 
splash only. Replace these with the solid 
adjusting screws C-AEH 766. 

Compression will ei ther be 10 :1 with 
the 43 c.c. combustion chamber flat top 
piston combination. or for shorter sprint 
races 11 :1 c.r. can be o btained by reducing 
the head thickness to 3.115 plus/ minus 
.007 in. Those ratios take into considera
t ion the 1840 c.c. engine capacity result ing 
from the I .040 in. special p istons. 

A spec ial distribut or with advanced 
curve matched to the C-AEH 770 cam
shaft must be fitted. Th is d istributol C- BHA 
4415 will require a static selting around 
6 ° B.T.D.C. 

Most suitable sparking plugs will be 
N58R (11 :1) or N63R (1 0 :1); for road 
work the N3 wi ll be more suitable .In th is 
tune it's no town car ! 

With the 1 ~ in. H S6 carburettor still re
taining SY needles, .1 00 in. jets and light 
valve springs the power will increase f rom 
nothing below 3,000 r.p.m. to just over 
120 b.h.p. at 6,000 r.p.m .. w ith a 10 :1 
compression. 

Fitting a 45 DCOE Weber in place of 
the HS6 S.U.'s will require a special 
manifold which should also be carefully 
matched to the cylinder head ports. Both 
can be obtained from your dealer under 
part numbers C-AEH 785 (Weber) and 
C-AJJ 3312 (Installation kit w ith mani· 
fold}. This w ill improve the b.h.p. output 
by around 3 b.h.p. from 3-6.000 r.p.m. 
w here it evens out. 

Weber settings <Jre as follows : 
Choke 36 m.m. 
Main Jet 1.70 m.m./1.75 m.m. 
Air Correction 1 .6 m.m. 
Emulsion F16 
Idling Jet 60/ FB 
Pump Jet 60, 
Float Setting 5 m.m. 
Auxiliary Venturi 3.5 or 5 m.m. 

{dependent on 
conditions) 
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The centre cylinders tend to run hotter 
and it is often an advantage to duct cooling 
air to the manifold. With siamesed centre 
exhaust porting greater heat is generated 
in this area. For short events use N63 R 
plugs in centre cylinders, N3 in the outer 
ones. For long distance events use N63R 
in the o uter cylinders. NSBR in t he centre 
cylinders. (How does that grab you schizo
phrenics I) 

With the higher compression ratio 
(1 1 :1 ). a further increase in power output 
will result with a greater increase in the 
higher rev range. With the HS6 S.U."s 

• 

' 
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maximum output will be around 130 b.h.p. 
at 6,500 r.p.m. The 45 DCOE Weber in
creases the mid range power up to 6 b.h.p. 
evening out at 6,000 r.p.m. \ 

Greater power in the 5,500-6,500 r.p.m. 
range can be obtal ned at the expense o f 
lower pulling power up to 4,500 r.p.m. in 
long distance events where t his would be 
acceptable use : 

Choke 38 m.m. 
Main jet 1 .80/1 .85 m.m. 

At all times 100 Octane fuel must be 
used 1 



Many clutch modifications have been 
introduced during the M.G. B.'s proouction 
run, all remain dimensionally similar. As 
the driven plate splines do not alter from 
the multiple (23) type introduced with the 
later 1622 M.G.A. you should always use 
1he 1 SG B series assembly and driven plate 
13H 3935/13H 3020. 

For road use even with a reasonably 
1uned power unit you will be wiser to 
retain the standard cl utch. Competition 
versions have a positive action that does 
not take kindly to heavy traffic work with 
an accent on slipping. 

For racing the competition cover 
.assembly C-BHA 4642 and driven plate 
assembly C- B HA 4519, with stronger dia
phragm and linings that are bonded as well 
as rivetted, are essential. 

The total rotating weight of the flywheel 
and clutch is some 43 lbs., which absorbs 
power overcoming inertia. You cannot get 
the steel flywheel C-AEH 746 any longer, a 
competent engineering firm or specialist 
(Brabham, laystall) can lighten the fly 
wheel and pressure plate. 

Such work is critical and not a case for 
home 'bodging'. After any work of this 
nature the complete rotat ing· assembly 
should be balanced. 

The clute h needs to be well ventilated 
so remove the split pin and drill out the 
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CHAPTER6 
MG Transmission 

hole at the base of t he bell- housing to 
i in. diamet~r; leave the rubber grommet 
off the withdrawal lever. 

At the" top centre of the bell· housing 
approximately 3 in. down from the flange, 
drill1:!; in. hole and cover it with a 22 SWG 
aluminium box sectton as shown in the 
illustration Ba VI. The open end should be 
toward the clutch lever side. Fix the flanged 
section to the bell -housing w ith i in . rivets. 
GE.ARBOX MODIFICATIONS 

The normal gearbox dip stick can leak 
and this should be replaced by AEC 3683 
from the Healey 3000. This has rubber 
sealing rings.. As this is too long, cut off 
2 7/16 in. and mark High and Low levels 
coincidental to those on your old dip stick. 

The standard gearbox rat io$ 'Can be im -
proved immensely by fitting the close ratio : 

1st motion shaft C -22H 4 72 
Lay gear C-1 H 3298 
2nd Speed Gear C-22H 1094 
3rd Speed Gear C-1 H 3300 
C-22H 1094 is a modified version of 

C-1 H 3299 previously supplied and it is 
essential that whenever these gears are 
fitted or interchanged the correct baulk 
ring is used also . 11 G 3063 with C-1 H 
3299 and 22H 249 with C-22H 1094 . 
Remember this when rebuilding boxes 
converted with the older gears. The 22H 
249 baulk ring became a standard part 
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after 18GB/ U/ H31472 I L29123 (Five 
bearing models) . 

For competition the above sti ll appl ies 
but again. it is better to modify the box to 
accept the larger diameter lay shaft 22H 
571 . 

Alternatively purchase the later gearbox 
casing 48G 413 (Standard) or 48G 414 
(0/Drive) . 

Modifying an earlier box means you 
must bore out the existing hole to .6688 in./ 
. 6699 in .. remember these must be exactly 
aligned. 

With the larger d iameter layshaft you 
would use the later competition fay gear 
C-22H 932. Ratio' s are unaltered. 

Top 1.00 :1 Std (1.00) 
3rd 1.268 :1 (1 .374) 
2nd 1.62 :1 (2.214) 
1st 2.45 :1 (3.636) 
Rev 4.755 :1 (4.755) 
Where overdrive is fitted this remains at 

• 82 in all cases. 
With the larger layshaft/lay gear you w ill 

also need to replace the following parts: 
Front th rust washer 22H 466 
Rear th rust washer (see parts list) 
Needle ro ller (caged 22H 471 } 
Distance tube 22H 672 

Providing the overdrive is in good con
d it ion it can provide an ideal range of 
speeds for competition by <~llowing a 
choice of low er a)(le ratios. 

In racing, however, gear changing is a 
split second operation: time is often saved 
by fitting a gear lever. O/drive switch, as 
Paddy Hopkirk has done. ' 

This must be fitted correctly, if it fl icks 
up for a/drive it is far too easy to k.nock it 
out of of overdrive when intending only to 
change down, say, o/ drive top to a/ drive 
third and t hus engage third. 

If you were pull ing 5.000 r.p.m. on 550 
.< 14 R7 tyres with a 4.3 axle rat io you 
woulo c;lrop to 6,300 r.p.m. o/drive third 
but normal third would give 7,800 r.p.m . 
The instant acceleration loading on the 
flywheel and rotating parts would break 
the crank or put a leg out of bed 

Two points. Check the switch regularly 
and have it down for overdrive. Check 
your prop shaft too; dirt and grease build 
up and put it out of ba lance. w hich soon 
leads to gearbox problems. Spin it over 
between centres to see if it is "bowttd' in 

any way. Regularly check the Hardy Spicer 
couplings also. 

Prop shaft lengths vary between 
AH H 7488 (30 in.) : early tourers. o /drive 

gearbox. Banjo axle. 
later tourers. std. 

gearbox. Tubed axle. 
M k II all models. 
Tubed axle. 

AHH 7487 (28.875 in.): 
early tourers. std . 
gearbox. Banjo Axle. 

AH H 7486 (32 in.) : later models o/ drive 
gearbox. Tubed 
Axle. 

So get the right one. 3 , 9f:l? 
REAR AXLE 

The 1 8G /18GA all have the H ypoid, 
three quarter floating axle. the ;;1,999 ratio 
having always been standard. See chart 
84 for all the axle ratios available. This axle 
was replaced on the GT and later five main 
bearing tourer. and is dealt with later . 
British Leyland no longer supply the ZF 
l imited-slip d ifferential for these a)(les. It 
is ideal for racing as it can double the 
driving torque eff iciency . 

An interesting 'No Spin' d ifferential 
from America is graduall y becoming avail· 
able, this operates on the Salisbury Power 
Lok principle and is the smoothest I have 
ever used. 

You may find a self-locking differential 
upsetting to begin with as it has a tendency 
to provoke '-!ndersteer. Its benefits soon 
become apparent however. 

Up to car GHN3 -30850 the hub ex
tension on wire-wheels models h<Jd twelve 
t hreads per i nch. after this point this was 
reduced to eight threads per inch. This 
a I so app lied to front hubs and only the 
correct hub nuts can be used. 

Early Cars AH H 7317 R/ H 
A H H 7318 L/H 

Later Cars AH H 7373 R/ H 
AHH 7374 L/H 

The M.G.A. ratio's are directly inter
c hangeable in these 'Banjo' axles (ref. 84) 
and you can find one to suit your choice 
by multiplying the ratio by the revs per 
mile of the tyre to be used . Divide the 
resultant figure into 60.000. This w ill give 
the road speed (m.p.h.) per 1.000 r.p.m. of 
the engine with reasonable accuracy. 
Sample tvre data appears on chart W. 
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A change of axle ratio or tyre size can with 17H 8773, .62f> in. bore. 
upset the speedometer. Either have the These have a dow el on the fitting face, 
existing one recalibrated or putchase a new a hole .1 70 in./ .175 in. must be drilled to 
one (very little cost difference.) Messrs. accept it. Braze the existing hole and face 
Smiths Industries will do this but must flush with the back plate. The cylinder 
have details of tyre size. gear ratio's, axle must be accurately positioned so a tam
ratio etc. Often t he manufacturers list dif- plate should be made. The new hole is 
ferent speedometers in t heir parts list. .678 in. above the centre of the cylinder 

Although racing tyres are included mounting hole, radial ly offset .350 in. 
please remember these must never be used Rear drums can be lightened by drilling 
for road work. They are specialist tyres a series of .75 in . holes, equally spaced on 
with no wall protection and variable com - the p c.d. of the adjuster hole to total eight 
pound mixes to suit special conditions, includil'lg the adjuster hole. 
not those encountered in day to day travel. Never use other than the correct Lock-
which could prove dangerous. heed Disc Brake Fluid. Other flu ids can 
BRAKES prove inj urious to seals and. more impor-

Before dealing w ith suspension 11 1S tant, its specification must exceed SAE 
about time you did something about stop- 70R3. Incorrect spec ification can lead to 
ping the beast. total los$ of brakes through the high 

The standard 1 Oi in. discn Q in, c;lrum temperatures, dissipated via the pistons, 
arrangement copes happily under normal evaporating the flu id. Disc surface tern · 
circumstances. Hard driving will, however, peraturescan exceed 1.000° F., a consider
induce fade and the following sugges- able percentage of which is transmitted 
t ions do not just app ly t o tuned models. t o the fluid. 

Repeated hard application introduces The complete syst em must be 100 per 
fade ( loss of efficiency) up to total loss if cent. at all times. 
common sense doesn't prevail. This is Appendix J regulations insist upon dual 
caused through friction-generated heat. line braking for groups IV and VI into 
Removing the dust shields helps the air either of which the modified 'M .G.B .' 
flow to the disc and well-placed scoops or would be classified. Obviously it is a major 
ducts can emphasise this. safety factor for any 1ype of racing. 
AXLE RATIOS TYRE DATA The more expensive U.S.A. models have 
M GA/ M G B/ M GC a dual brake master cylinder as standard 

Remember that International racing to comply with Federal safety regulations, 
under Group Ill of the Appendix J may 37 H 2780. This can be adapted into other 
insist on the dust shields not being re - models with pushrod 37H 2781 although 
moved. You can cut them back so that only ideally the complete pedal-box assembly 
the supports (mounting) remain. Next step should be convened. Bore sizes are 
is to introduce a different pad material. identical so no changes to the system are 
C-9G 8834 are pads with Ferodo OS 11 required. 
material; this withstands much higher tern- One outlet is led to the front brakes, the 
perature but does require a bit more pedal other to the rear. It is immaterial which 
eHort when cold. outlet is used for which. line pressures are 

Increased pedal eHot1 can be obtained identical even after fai lure of one circuit , 
by fitt ing a servo. This is a matter of . additional pedal movement is noticeable 
personal choice, the lack of 'feel' can be though. 
disturbing in wet or greasy conditions. D S It is not uncommon during long distance 
11 pads may show a tendency for the rear events to experience evidence of loss o f 
wheels to lock: this can be compensated pedal. I am thinking of ardous events like 
for by fitting VG 95/1 Ferodo linings, C·8G the Targa Floria. Mugello etc. Continua I 
8829 to the rear. Complete l ined shoes are pounding loosens wheel bearings, allow
also available. C-BG 8828. ing the d iscs to oscillate in t he caliper, 

Furt her improvements to the braking 'kicking · back the piston. Disc calipers 
ratio can be introduced by replac ing the have no return springs so that the first 
rear wheel cylinders, .75 in. bore. 17H 8735 pedal operation may not bring the pads 
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effectively in!o contact with the discs, re 
Quiring a second dab. If nothing else it can 
improve your braking points r 

The only answer under those conditions 
is to use the left foot to dab the pedal 
occasionally. 

Pedals themselves can be improved. A 
Paddy Hopkirk Mini Throttle pedal fits the 
M.G.B.; just right for heel and toe. 6rak.e 
and clutch pedals should have their rub
bers replaced by w ire mesh rivetted to 
their surfaces (I have seen worn Surform 
b lades used). 
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Tuning the Suspension 

Suspension requirements vary enorm
ously between individual drivers, as 
standard the M.G.B. h~s very predictable 
handling. A little roll is evident but this 
curbs the over-enthusiastic. There are 
logical sequences to follow, to correct. or 
emphasise, road holding points. 

Basically the M.G. B. is neutral but when 
pressed will oversteer slightly. For slight 
alteri:ltions tyre pressures can be varied, 
where this difference exceeds 8 lbs./in.2. 
it is time to start on the suspension (put 
the tyre pressures back to normal) . 

Lowering the rear lessens roll . alters the 
tyre sl ip angle and causes earlier bump 
stop contact. Stiffer springs will result in 
oversteer. Stiffening the front springs or 
fitting an anti roll bar (increasing diameter 
:1 one is fitted) will introduce understeer. 
ils can a lowered front. Before deciding on 
any work think what the car will be used 
for. 

A road car with occasional passenger 
for fast road work carrying l ittle weight 
could have similar to race suspension. The 
family man/enthusiast with a car tor all 
purposes wants anything but. 

Overall weights nave to be considered, 
t he racing car w ill for instance. be lightened 
w ith alloy/ glass f i bre panels etc. Con
versely f or long distance events its fuel 
capacity may be doubled. 

The standard tourer 18G/ 18GA had a 
total kerbside w eight of 1975 lbs .• split into 
1 065 front/90 I bs. rear. Add tw o people, 
a couple of cases and full tank and this 
could easily become 1165 lbs. front/131 0 
lbs. rear, a different kettle of fish. Don't 
therefore fit the softest rate spri AQ to lower 
t he car w illy- nilly. 

The front coil spring has an easy life 
w ith no complications. The I eaf rear spring 
on the other hand controls many factors. 
It locates the axle laterally and axially. 
through its design it absorbs torque and 
prevents 'wind up' a major cause of axle 
tramp. Oh yes. it acts as a spring I Apart 
from bump loadings, too soft a rear spring 
could fracture under excessive torque 
loadings. Prevent this with a radius arm 
you say. O.K. but, this can cause axle 
tramp and the car to skate about in the wet 
too. 

All the available springs w ith data are 
shown in Chart V . 

For the front, you must consider the 
free lengths and rate, against the w eight of 
the front of the car divided by two. Here it 
gets complicated because the front spring 
does not bear t he car's weig ht d irectly as 
the rear springs do. And also you must 
estimate the unsprung weigM to be 
allowed each side; including wheel, tvre 
hubs and a portion of the suspension itself. 
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MG's 1966 entry in the Marathon de Ia Route at the 'Ring. This car not only won the 
event but went on to take the GT class of the Targa Florio in the same year. 
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(Some is self supporting). From a known 
weight 1065 is 532.2 lbs. less 66.5 lbs. 

2 
(say) = 466 lbs. 

Before yo1,1 jump down and point out 
that the spring chart shows a working load 
of 1030 lbs. remember I said it gets com
plicated. 

The spring is located less than half way 
along the bottom wishbones and 1herefore 
becomes a function of the suspension 
geometry, resulting in the spring being 
compressed less than half the wheel de
flection. Thus the standard spring's 348 
lb./ins. rate becomes 73 lbs./ins. at the 
wheel. Six inch wheel movement from its 
free length would be equivalent to 2.9 ins. 
at the spring approx ; 6.4 x 73 = 46 7 at 
wheel. 2.965 x 348 ~ 1 030 give or take 
11 splash of mud. 

Some of this movement is of course 
already taken up in the static fitted height 
ofthe spring during assembly. The balance 
of compression is when the car bears its 
own weight. From thJs you can then de
duce that fitting AHH 5789 spring will 
give a stiffer ride without raising or lower
ing the car appreciably. 

C-AHT 21 also stiffens but also effec
tively lowers the car just over an inch in 
relation to the normal weight of the car. 
At the rear the choice is yours from the 
many offered. Load and ride height must 
be considered and again weight is the 
rear total. less the axle, wheels etc. (approx. 
1 30 l bs.) divided by two. 

Early 1 BG springs A H H 6453 did not 
have the plastic interleaving and have 
sl ight1y stiffer rate than the later AH H 7080. 
C-AHH 8343 has increased rate (11 0 lbs.) 
but less deflection and is flat at a lower 
load, ideal for I ight sprint motor. 

AHC 31 is a good high load short move
ment spring for stiffening and lowering 
while AHH 7346 has even greater load 
capacity and movement for rallying etc. 

Lastly the competition C-AHT 20 with 
similar I oad capacity but less deflection. 
Ideal for long distance events demanding 
lowered cars with a high fuel load. As the 
fuel load reduces the ride height is not too 
greatly affected. 

The anti-roll bars offered for the • B • 
Series are: 

9/16 in. diameter AHH 7329 
i in. C-AHH 7593 
i in. C-AHH 7924 

Cars not already equipped with an anti
roll bar would need a fining kit C-AJJ 3306 
in addition. 

Competition shock absorbers to dampen 
the spring movement are readily available. 

C-AHH 7104 front (2) 
C-AH H 7105 rear (r/h) 
C-AHH 7106 rear (1/h) 

If the shock absorbers are in 100 per 
cent. condition (be honest with yourself) 
you can fit valves C-AHH 7217. This is a 
waste of time if they are not. Whether new 
or with changed valves, always mount the 
shock absorber on the bench and pump it 
through its full stroke for several minutes 
to expel all air. 

Directly affecting the suspension are 
changes to wheels and wres. Many wheels 
are now offered to unsuspecting buyers 
with no consideration for safety or stresses 
involved. The wide-rim wheels are much 
heavier and in many cases totally unsuit
able for the suspension design, 

I feel we shall soon have legislation 
bringing them under the Construction and 
Use regulations, as is a r ready operative in 
many European countries. A number of 
points must be watched, obviously clear
al'lce of su~pension and body work are 
essential but these are taken for granted. 
Wheel arches would have to be modified 
for racing tyres anyway. Weight is im· 
portant. a wider rim means an oversize 
tyre and subsequently further increase to 
the all important unsprung weight. 

Luckily M.G.B. owners are welt catered 
for without purchasing suspect wheels. 
The M.G.B. GT has an inch wid~r disc 
wheel than the T ourer, as standard. and a 
competition 70-spoke wire-wheel is also 
available. For all average purposes these 
are ideal and there is I ittle point in depart
ing from type recommendations. This only 
resu Its in unsatisfactory tread profile. 
contact pateh, etc., thus negating all your 
careful suspension work. ! 

For a carefully tweaked racer the aim is 
to reduce unsprung weight whenever 
possible and the following wheel data 
gives an indication of what I mean. 
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Magnesium alloy w ith its very high weight/ 
strength co-efficient is idea I (A bolt-on 
8 incll rim can weigh less than the standard 
4 inch steel disc type). Cost is a problem 
though as always, all the more reason to 
invest w isely. 

Strength means safety and also being 
properly manufactured. I do not intend to 
evaluate the merits of the good or bad 
alloy or magnesium wheels now offered, 
suffice to say leading manufacturers like 
British Leyland, Ford. Rootes have all 
chosen the Mini lit e after stringent tests. 
M .G.B. Tourer (d isc) 

AHH 61 32-4J-1 6.1 lbs. 
M .G.B. GT (disc) 

AHH 8112-5J-17.621bs. 
Optional W ire 

AHH 6487- 4!J-15.751bs. 
Competition Wire 

AHH 8630--5!J-17.871bs . 
Magnesium Alloy 

C-AHT 69-S~J-15 lb . • 
(centrelock lor wire wheels) 
Append ix J only permits homologat&d 
wheels for Group Ill events so your choice 
would be either the Competit ion W ire 
C-AH H 8530 or magnesium alloy C-AH T 
69 (same rim width) . The Dunlop R7 
550 L x 14 ins. is happy on this rim width, 
the 550 M x 1 4 is not. 

Racing wres' sectional height to w id th 
ratio are getting smaller each year and 
demanding wider rims. owners should 

therefore take the advice of the respective 
Racing Tyre Division. 
FUEL SUPPlY 

The fuel pump is quite adequate lor all 
purposes when in good condition (4i 
minutes per galion) and this can drop to 
one gallon every ten minutes w it h a faulty 
pump, insufficient for a racing engine. 
Better in any case to fit the A UF 400 
duplicated diaphragm and electrics type, 
in case of failure simply move the live lead 
to the other connector. Tank capacity is 
also sufficient for normal and club racing 
requirements. The early ten gallon tank 
was increased to 12 gallons from body 
number 56743 onwards. 

A larger t ank brings problems of weight 
and handling. For competi tion an addi 
tional tank w as available but this has been 
discontinued for some time. It amounted 
to an additional ten gallon tank inverted 
and mounted in the boot supports. 
Modified, they were connected through 
the boot floor w ith lengths of hose. A filter 
was placed in the centre of the tank and 
the boot lid modified to suit. 

This would only be entertained for a 
purely racing model and such an owner 
wishing to make one could no doubt 
obtain full details from the Special Tuning 
Dept. With the emphasis on fire pre
cautions it may be felt more suitable to 
have a one piece 1ank w ith inner sealing 
bag manufactured bv a specialist company. 
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CHAPTERS 
The Five Bearing Engine 

September 1964 saw the introduction 
of a new power unit with five main bear
ings. given the engine prefix 18GB. 

A completely new b lock with t he same 
bore and stroke had a more rig id cross 
drilled crankshaft, better connecting rods 
and pistons. The cylinder head w as un
changed in any w ay at al l; as the new 
pistons still retained the 6.25 c.c. dish, 
compression was unaltered at 8.8 : 1 . 

The new connecting rods 12H 1019 
still have diagonally split big -ends but are 
a b ig improvement over the 18G/ 1 SGA 
type. These conrods are not handed and 
have larger diameter ( .812 in,) fully floating 
small ends. The flywheel w as modified and 
is not interchangeable with the 18G/18GA 
one, mounted with six set screws and two 
dowels. 

The earl ier mod ification outlined for the 
1BG/18GA oil pump and filter were 
standard on the model, as was an oil 
cooler. A modified water pump had less 
vanes without reducing efficiency. 

In October 1965 the GT version was 

introduced with a chassis prefix G H D3 . 
Apart from the obvious difference and 
stronger springs with a ~ in. anti - roll bar 
as standard, the majo r component change 
w as the rear axle. On t h e GT only at this 
t ime. a tubed semi-floating type was intra· 
duced, being slightly htHJvier but quieter. 

One snag w ith this axle is changing 
ratios for competition. or anytime in fact. 
Ouick changes are out and I mean OUT, 
the quickest way is to change the complete 
axle. As the axle is one piece, to change 
the diff ratio you remove the axle from the 
car, then remove t he shafts. 

Unscrew the ten bolts holding the meta l 
cover, exposing the w orks. As the axle is 
one piece you first remove the bearing 
caps. Reminiscent of the Spanish Inquisi 
tion w e now insert a 'stretcher' (sit down 
Myrtle you're safe). Two dowels locate in 
holes in the casing. Wind ing the stretcher, 
take the side! cad off the bearings enabling 
you to lift out the diff cage. crown wheel 
and all. This only briefly out lines the job. 
replacing t he pinion means its bearing 
must be pre-loaded exactly, the crown 
wheel mesh set w ith a d ial gauge. No job 
fo r amateur or average mechanic, only a 
specialist with correct eq uipment. 

From G H NS- 13291 6 disc wheels. 
132923 wire wheels. This axle was also 
fitted to the Tourer version. No parts are 
interchangeable with the earlier Banjo 
axles. 

From late 1966 (GH N3- 108030}the 
Tourer also acquired an anti -ro ll bar as 
standard , 9/16 in. diameter. Overall weight 
changed. 

Tourer 
GT 

2030 lbs. 
2260 lbs. 

1090/940 
(1180/1 080} 
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Modifying this model for increased per
formance closely follows that for the 18G/ 
18GA. 

Head modificat ions are the same (until 
full race anyway) carburettor and ignition 
suggestions are identicaL so we can refer 
to the 18G/18GA for earlier stages. 

High compression piston are readily 
avai lable C-AEH 853 up to .040 in. over· 
size, with a special forged I ig htweig ht 
C-AJJ 3377 at .80 in. oversize only, to 
obtain 1.880 c.c. Compression w ould be 
9.8:1 normally, progressively increasing 
with capacity to 1 0.3 approx. with 1.880 
c.c. This is in conjunction with a standard 
cylinder head volume (43 c.c. nominal). 
Always use the special head gasket C-AEH 
768. 

Before stripping the power unit check 
the depth of each piston in the bore when 
it is at T.D.C. and make a note. The standard 
con-rods are perfectly suitable but as a 
precaution fit the Twin-Carn high tensile 
set-screw AEH 647 for the big ends caps. 
Carefully balance, overall and end for end, 
polish and deburr any mating faces. 

The Twin-Cam rods C-AEH 642/644 
can only be fitled after machining to 
reduce width and as they introduce piston 
problems. are best forgotten. Piston 
C-AEH 853 can be balanced and 5/16 in. 
carefully removed from the skirt for a com
petition power unit. 

Special lead indium bearings w ith addi· 
tional clearance can be fitted with the 
Nitrided crankshaft C-1 2H 2968 (formerly 
C-AEH 822) . The increased clearance 
emphasises the 'bearing ratt le' character
istic of the 'B' power unit when cold. The 
bearing references are. connecting rod 
C-18G 8022. main bearings C-18G 8103. 

A lightened flywheel is no problem as 
C-AHT 86 is readily available. this is over 
1 2 lbs. lighter than the standard one. 
Taken for granted that all rotating parts, 
crank/ flywheel /clutch/pulley are ba Ia need. 

Remember to complete the block modi
fications as for 18G/1BGA. countersink. 
the head stud holes. plug the .II hole in 
the centre of block face and .•Q~en out to 
9/ 16 in. diameter the tw.o w~ter ways at 
the rear end of block face. 

As we are only considering tuning tor 
maximum the block should be bored to 
.080 in oversize to accept C-AJJ 3377 

piston set. Machine the block face approx. 
.020 in. to bring the piston crown .010 in. 
from block face at T. D.C. Refer to your 
earlier measurement for the exact amount. 
don't forget to allow .010 in. clearance 
though! Open the cam fol lower bores to 
accept the MGC's 12 8 1363 which will 
also require the MG C push rod 12 61364. 
This is a specialised job. 

Have the block thoroughly cleaned out 
after this work, make sure no swarf or 
dust remains in o il ways etc. Always be 
scrupulously clean. Check that core plugs 
are secure. 

Fit the race camshaft C-AEH 770 (see 
B1 ) . Fit the steel timing gears 12H 244 
era n kshaft and C-AE H 771 camshaft, 
having lightened C-AEH 771 as outl ined 
for t he 1 BG}18GA. 

Remove the thermostat from the head 
and fit the blanking sleeve 11 G 1 '76 in its 
place. If the C-AH T 100 head is the basis. 
this already has Hidural valve guides, the 
valves should however be changed to 
C-AEH 757 inlet, C-AEH 758 exhaust in 
Nimonic 80. These will require different 
cotters and top valve springs cups, C-AEH 
761 and 760 respectively. also bottom 
collar C-AEH 801. Do not fit the metal 
shroud, or normal stem oil seal, use only 
the MGC oil seal 128 2014. 

The best valve spring combinatio n will 
be C-AH H 7264/ 12H 723 for road and 
C-AHH 726417265 for competition. See 
chart 93 for the springs available. 
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Carefully polish and lighten the rocker 
g ear as for 18G/ 18GA Ensure each one is 
correctly located over its valve stem by 
spacers, grinding rocker bosses if neces
sary. Use only the special rocker adjuster 
screws C-AEH 766. 

With the head fitted to the block using 
the thicker. high tensile washers as for 
1 8G/18GA, and rocker gear in position. 
aim to have the centre point of t he arc 
described by the rocker arm when the arm 
is horizontal i.e. at half the cam lift. 

Before fitting the rocker cover. drill a 
i in. hole in the top and braze in a short 
elbow with ! in. bore and flared end. A 
length of polythene tubing can then be led 
from this and the side plate breather to a 
suitable catch tank. a quart oil can is ideal. 
Remember the pipes must still be able to 
breathe, don't seal the catch tank I 



The HS6 S.U. carburettors could rema1n 
but we will fit two HS8 2 in. S.U .'s. 
C·AUD 279. These can be fitted to the 
standard manifold but a better manifold is 
included in the f itting kit C-AJJ 3374. 
Flare pipes C-AHT 145 wiH lessen low 
speed blow back. Use a UVE needle w ith 
a blue/ black sprin g AUC 8114. 

An alternative to the two S _ U. would be 
the 45 DCOE W eber C-AEH 785. with 
manifold etc., in the fitting kit C-AJJ 3312. 
The Weber must be loosely fitted. just 
enough to seal the ·o· rings. Use the double 
coil washers and wire the locating nuts in 
pairs to prevent them vibratinQ free. 

Do not omit the steady rod included in 
the kit , th is reduces the load on the mani 
fold. Settings are : 

Choke 40 m.m. 
Main Jet 180/185 
Air Correction 160 
Emulsion F16 
Idling 60 FS 
Auxiliary 3.5 or 5 m.m. 
Pump 60 
Float Level 5 m.m . 

The pump inlet should have a 2 m.m. hole 
in the top. Exhaust hole in the side 1 m.m . 
diameter. N64Y (C37H 4208) sparkplugs 
will do for running -in but for maximum 
power use N60Y (C-37H 2148) . The 
competition distributor C-BHA 4415. 
Lucas 40943, must be used with a static 
setting of 6 B.T.D .C. 

Tht! power unit in this f o rm shouldt 
develop in the region of 135/ 138 b .h .p. a 
6.000 r.p.m. approx. 6,500 r.p.m. shou1d 
be the rev limit imposed with 7,000 r.p .m. 
for emergency. 

Further power can be oblained by in
creasing the valves size. Mkll1800 Saloons 
have head 12H 2594 with larger inlet 
valves { 1 .628 in.) 12H 2891 . t he nominal 
c<Jpacity is 40 c .c. Combustion chamber 
shape basical ly is improved. 

Alternatively. and more suitable for 
racing, oversize Nimonic 80 valves are 
available for which the standard head can 
be opened out. C-A EH 860 1. 11/1 6 in. 
Inlet. C-AEH 861 Exhaust 1 . 7 i 16 in. 
Depending on finance. Special Tun ing 
could supply a complete race head w ith 
these valves to special o rder. Wit h th e 
carburettors as detailed the power avai l 
able would be increased to in excess o f 
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138 b.h.p. After f i tting a power unit go 
over all the mountings. drain plugs (in
cluding sump) and wire lock wherever 
possible. 

With- the introduction of these 18GB 
units the crankshaft p ilot bush was in
creased to accept the larger d iameter 1st 
motion shah spigot. Clutch splines and 
diameter remained unaltered. The lightened 
flywheel C-AHT 69 and competition clutch 
C- BHA 4642 dri ven plate C- BHA 451 ~ 
are used. The gearbox mods for dip stick. 
and breathing 18G/18GA still apply. A 
different first motion shaft C • 22 H 846 is 
used however. 

The larger d iameter lay shaft 22H 571 
was st andard aft er 18GB/ U/ H74720 
L60597. Before t his change point use lay
gear C-1 H 3298. or modify as outl ined an 
1 8G/18GA patr. After the change point fit 
C-22H 932. Obviously the larger diameter 
shaft is a 'must' for racing. 

Use only the extractor exhaust manifold 
C-AHH 7103. For road use the standard 
system should be used, the f ront silencer 
can be replaced by a length of 2 in. dia
meter 3/ 32 in. thick but this w i ll increase 
the noise level. 

For racing modify the system to exi t 
ahead of the rear nearside tyre. This must 
not let the exiting exhaust gases impinge 
upon the lyre, deflect it clear. Check that 
exhaust system mountings are secure and 
put a ·u · shaped strap under it at two 
points fixed t o the body. If a mounting 
fails this lessens t he risk of being plack 
flagged for a tra il ing exhaust. 

Fit a larger d iameter pulley to the 
dynamo/alternator and only use 13H 923 
fan belt (pre stret ched). If the engine is 
running cool enough you can run w ithout 
the fan. Use flat w ashers when bolting the 
pulley on t he pum p flange. 

Details of the alternative a)(le ratios are 
given i n the chart IV. For modification to 
suspension or·brakes refer to the relative 
paragraphs on 18G/18GA with the ex
ceptiol'l that the GT model has larger rear 
wheel cylinder .875 in. diameter. 

Although the preceding pages do not 
detai l tuning work for the six cylinde-r 
engines as fitted to the big Healeys and 
lately the MGC. they do provide a sound 
and a~cvrate guide to the four cylinder 
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BMC sports-car engines. It is our conten
tion that there has not been a book of such 
technical accuracy and completeness on 

this subject before, and It is hoped that it 
will prove the ·Bible' on the thousands of 
MG and Austin- Healey fanatics through
out the world. 
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The chequered /lag falls on M1ke 6arton m 
his Spdte coupe at the Nurburgring m 1965. 
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CHART I 
'A ' Series Camshafts 

8G 712 
Pin dri'le 2A297 12G 165 88G 2.29 

PART NOS. oil pump 2A 571 AEA 630 AEG 148 2A 948 AEG 510 C-AEA 731 C-AEA 544 C· AEA 648 

MARKING - 2. rings - 1 ring 1 ring 3 rings AEA544 AEA 649 

M ini 850 1100 renge Early (;()oper ·s· Early 
Mini 998 998 Cooper Cooper ·s· From: lull 

STANDARD U SE 9C Sp< ite 1 9CGAH/ MG I OCC 997 Cooper 9FSAY- "ace race Race 
AH/ MG 40005 

CAM LOBE WIDTH .. • i . ~ - I" ~ - i ' i" i-

~ NLET OPENS B.T.D.C. 5 ,. 5" 5 " 1 6. 1 0" 24° 34" 50' 60·' 60 " 

INLET CLOSES A.B.D.C. 45" 45° 45• 56' 50" 64" 74 · 70 ' so·· 80'' 

EXHAUST OPENS B .B.D.C. 40" 51" 61 · 51 . 51 .. 59" 69" 75 ' 75·' as• 
~ 'EXHAUST CLOSES A.T.O.C. 10'' 2P 21" 21 21'' 29" J9 · 45 '· 45'' 55~ ... 

INLET PERIOD 230 230 ' 230" 252" 240' 268· 288' Joo·· 320 '' 320' 

EXHAUST PERIOD 230 252 • 252" 252'' 252• 268' 288 ' Joo·· 300• 320 ' 

CAM LIFT .221" .250' . 2f>O" .250" 250" .252. .306' .315" .315" .31 5· 

VALVE LIFT .285" .318" .318" 318. .318" .320" .388" .394" .394' .394" 

RUNNING CLEARANCE .012" .01 2' .0 12" 015" .015" .015" .015" .015" .01 5" .015" 

TIMING CLEARANCE .019" .0 1 g· .021" .019" .021. .021" . 021" .021 . .021 . .021 • 

Spider drive AEG 522 
PART NO. • oil pump 12A 1065 12G 726 A EG 537 C.AEG 567 C·AEG 542 - - C-AEG 629 C ·AEG 597 C ·AEG 595 

1 ring 
MARKING 

, __ 2 rings .. _ AEG667 AEG 543 - - A EG 530 AEG 59a AEE 596 

Autama!ic Autam~ lic Rally 
STANDARD USE M in i 850/ 998 1100 12CC AH/ M G Semi .race Road - ·- Race Race Race 

CAM LOBE WIDTH i' •• • ~-
,. 
2 

•• , - - r 1" • • 
:2 

• Requires flange 12G 729 
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CHART II 
·A' Series Pistons, etc. 

STANDARD 
VOLUM f • DEPTH VOLUME GUDGEON STANDARD 

ENGINE PART STANDARD NOMINAL ol ·c· OVERALL IN BORE UNSWEPT GASKET CON· PIN HEAD 

·PREFIX NO. SORE C/ RATIO DISH HE IGHT HEIGHT "NOM.' BORE. VOLUME RODS DIAMETER VOLUMf 

2A 

9C 12A 145 2.478• 8.3 4.2c.c . 1 .33~- 2.592" .010' .ec.c. 3c.c. 65-4/ 656 .625' 24.5c.c. 

9CG 12A 187 2.478" 9.0 Flat 1 .339" 2 .592~ . 010 ' .8c.c . 3c.c. - - 26.1 c. c. 

10CC 12G 

10CG 12G 306 2.543" 8 .9 2.46c.c. 1.194. 2.288' .ooa· .7c.c. 3c.c. 123/ 126 - 28.2c.c. 

9FA 12A 674 2.54J- 9.0 Dome 1 .366" 1.616' - 3c.c. - - 28 .2c.c. 

.Set 

..... 12CC SG 2545 2.78' S.8 t1 .13c.c. 1.495 ' 2.745" . 040' 4c.c. 3.8c.c . AEG 520 .61 3" 21 .4c.c. 

1'.) .Set 
970 s 8G 2432 2.78" 10.0 Flat 1.495. 2.745. .010' 1 c.c. 3.8c.c. AEG 309 .8 13. 21.4c.c. 

9FSAY Ser 
1275 ·s· SG 2434 2.78" 9.75 6.6c.e. 1.495' 2.745. .040" 4c.c. 3.8c.c. AEG 176 .613. 21 .4c.c. 

C·AEA 
F/Jnr C·AEA 639 2.538" - Dom• , .400" 2.152.' - -· 620/621 .687" 

C·AEA 

F/Jnr C-A£A 711 2.667' - ~I at 1.339" 2.092" ··- - - 706/709 .687• 

• ·c· Height G/pin centre line to crown 
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CHART Ill 
' B' Series P istorlS, etc. 

PISTON STANDARD 
MODEL OR PART STANDARD NOMINAL DISH DEPTH 

PREFIX NO'S BORE C/RATIO VOLUME IN BORE 

M GA 1500 1 H 1142 2.875" 8.3 4.85c.c. .035" 

.. C-1 H 1178 2.875- 9 Flat .. 
' Pen( . .. C -I H 1180 2. 875~ 10 Specie! .. 

MGA 1600 1 2H 178 2.969" 8.3 7. 75c.c. .. 

.. • '14986 2.969" 9 3.8c.c. .. 
• • ' ... 15059 2.969• 9.6 Flat .. 

..... 1600 MK II 
~ 1622c.c. 12H 437 J.o· 8.9 Flat .. 

MGB HIG/GA t2H 961 3.1 6" 8.8 6.25c.c. .. 
C-AEH 736 3.1 6" 9.7 Fla• .. 

Ser 
MGB1 8G6 8G 2474 3.16" 8.8 6.25c.c. .. 

.. C-AEH 853 3.t s· 9.7 Flat .. 
• ·c· Height G/ Pin centre line to crown. 
•_j Not 9. M.C. parts; Hepolite manufactured components only. 

~ . t • ..• ·-

.. 
BORE GASKET ·c· 

VOLUME VOLUME HEIGHT 

3.8c.c. 3.3c.c. 1 .656" 

.. . . .. 

-4.5c.c . .. 1.11 s· 
4.1 c.c. .. 1.656" 

4.1 c.c . .. .. 
4.1 c.c . .. .. 

4.2c.c. .. .. 
4.6c.c. .. .. 
4.6c.c. .. .. 
4.6c.c. .. .. 
4.6c.c. .. ., 

. 
~ 

OVERALL 
HEIGHT 

3.031" 

.. 

3.094-

) .031. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
.. 
.. 

.. 

.. 

PIN CON- HEAD 
DIA. RODS VOLUME 

.687" 1 H 701 {703 38. 7c.c. 

.. .. .. 
.875. C-AEH 642/644 .. 

.. 12H 93/91 .. 
1 H 701 /'703 

.. .. .. 
" .. 

.75" 12G 424/ 426 43c.c. 

.75. .. .. 
.875" C-AEH 642/644 .. 

.813" t 2H 1019 

.813" .. .. 
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CHART IV 
'B' Series Axle Ratios Tyre Data 

CROWN WHEEL PIN ION/ 
PIN IO N OIFF GEAR STD U MITED AXLE OVERA LL 

PART No. RATIO CAG E TEETH MODEL SLIP TYPE STO MODEL SIZE RIM* WIDTH REVS/ MILE 

BTB 900 3.07 BT8 840 14/ 43 MGC eerly Std C-BT8 776 Tub<ld MGC 165 X 15 51( 6.7 820 

MGC 
BTB fl41 3.307 

" 13/ 43 Auto/ o/ drive .. Tubed MG8 165 x 14 5K 6 .7 854 

BTS 1244 3.7 BTB 866 10/ 37 MG8 Auto C-BTB 777 " 
MGB 155 X 14 4!J 6.2 873 

BTB 856 3.S09 " 11 / 43 MGB GTt .. .. MGB 560 X 14 4J 5.7 853 

8TB 31 4 3.909 BT8 328 11 / 43 MGB Tourer 0 • Baojo MGA 560 X 15 4J 5.7 814 

C-ATB 7240' 4. , 10/ 41 MGA 1600 • MGA 590 x 15 4J 5.9 803 .. .. 
C-BTB 975 4.22 BT8 866 9!38 Spl C-BTB 777 Tubed Racing 550L X 14 6/6! 8.3 807 

'I 88G 283 4.3 BT8 328 10/43 MGA 1500 • Banjo 550M x 14 717; 9.4 807 .,. .. 
C-BT8 966 4.55 BTB 866 9/41 Spl C-BTB 777 Tubed .. SOOL X 15 6 7.7 807 

88G 284 4.55 BT8 328 9/41 Oxford VI • Banjo 550l X 15 6 8.3 775 .. 
• No longer available * Recommended 
• Not available British Leyl.and. Use ZF or 'Nospin' (U.S.A.) For con1petition consult lyre manufacturers . 

t AfterGHN3- 132916 (Disc} . GHN3 - 132923 (Wire) 

L Up to above change poirol 
Formula to obtain m.p.ll./1000 revs/minute 

6Q.~Q 
AJCie ratio x revs/mile (tyre} 
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CHART V 
Suspension Springs 

...... ------~· -- -- -~- -- • --~--- .. - - -· 

WORKING DEFLECTION CO MPRESSED 
LOAD AT LOAD H EIGHT 

PART No. TY PE (lbs.) (ins.) RATE {lb./in.) AT LOAD MODEL 

AH H 6451 Coi l 1030 2 .965 348 7.0 Tourer 

AHH 5789 .. 1193 2A9 480 6.6 GT 

C-AHT 20 .. 1193 2 .49 480 6.14. Special 

AH H 7080 Lui 450 4 .97 93 - Tourert 

AHH 6453 .. 400 4.04 99 - Tourer :J 

C-AHH 8343 .. 375 3.75 100 - SPL 

AHC 31 .. 51 o. 3 2 99 - GT 

AHH 7346 " 
542 4.37 124 - Police 

C-AHT 20 " 
542 3.37 124 - SPL 

At working loads. leaf spfings are flat. 

I ;Fitted from G -AN3 11313 
+Fitted up to G -AN3 11312 

o - ..... 0 •<• o, o M o • -•- • • o.--...A-- ·- - -·""'•""•••.-... ..... _...._ ...... - ...:.... ..... ~--...;.... - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 " 0 0~ 0~ - · - • • - 0 - --- •o .... , 0 0 - .... " . . , ... ....... ·-·· .-,.,- . 
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CHART.Vr 
' B' Series Camshafts 

1H 1066r! (1 H 60311 ) SSG 252 
48G 184 1 H 1433iJ 1 2H 2436 88 G 303 

PART N O. * 2H76*/12H34 * 1 H 1432 12H 2435 12H 1294 e112H 2747) C-AEH 714 C-AEH 770 

MARKING Single groove - Two grooves - - AEH 714 AEH 770 
8A 1601 8A 1622 

CAM LOBE WIDTH 
,. 

}' !" ' . ! " 1" 9/ 16' 2 ~ • 
Riley 1.5 Early and 

STANDARD 1800 Mk I t Lat er 1 .5 intermediate MGA and MGA (Sebfjng 61) M GB 
MODEL MG Magnetic 4/68 models ' 1800 Mk 1/11 1800 Mk I MGB MG B hull race race 

INL£T OPENS 
B.T.D.C. 'T .D.C. s• 5" s~ 1 6" 24 " so• 
CLOSES 
A B.O.C. 50 ·' 45" 45 '· 45" 56• 64 ., 70° 

..... PERIOD 230 • 230' 230" 230'' 252• 268'' 300" o-
EXHAUST OPENS 

B.B .D.C. 35" 40° 40" 51 ,, 5 1" 59° 75• 

CLOSES 
A.T.D.C. 15 . 10 " 10° 21 ' 21 ° 29~~ 4 5'' 

PERIOD 230< 230" 230'' 252'' 252' 268 ' 300, 

CAM LIFT .220. .220" .250' .250 " .250" .252" .315' 

VALVE LIFT .320" .320• .350" .346~ .365" .367 5. .452" 

RUNNING CLEARANCE .01 5" .015" .015. .018~ .015' .015" .016" 

* Not available 12H 2436 Early M GA runn i ng 
' was tacho . Only 1 H 1433 has fuel pump Cleeram;e .017" 

COMMENT drive version availab le dtive cam Valve I ift .362' 

t fiUed to 1800 Mk I 8 A MW H27523/L2()548 to H97273/L97810 e Mk 111800 ·s· model (special pump drive) 
C Fitted to 1800 Mk I up to H27523/l20547 and from Hg.7274/L9781 1 t o H101630/97850 
• FiMed from 1800 Mk I from H101631 /L97851 . Mk 111800 18H 101 on . 



RACE TOOLS THE GROVE MEWS EALING W6 

HEAD MODIFYING KIT No. 1. 
In the course of Clive Trickey's series on 
modifying cylinder heads he recommends 
cenain tools. Due to the difficulty in 
obtaining some of these items we have 
selected the most useful to make up a 
complete kit suitable for use with any 1 w 

power drill. Note that only top qu•lity 
branded items are included. 

Kit comprises : 
3 medium grade grindstones of varying 
shapes 12/8 
1 medium cut rotary file 6/ 6 
2 6 1t lengths of 1 " abrasive tape two 
grades 7/ 6 
1 6 w arbor for use with above 3/6 
1 1 • rubberrotary pad together with 7/6 
24 1 " self adhesive abrasive tape two 
grades 7/ 6 
COMPLETE K&T AS ABOVE 45/ -
(any part of t he kit can be supplied separ
ately at the prices shown) 

ENGINEERS BLUE 
FLEXIBLE SHAFT 

ELORA SOCKET SET 

3/6 
39/ 6 

TR13 Universal -!" drive socket set con
taining ratchet, coupler, sliding tee bar, 
extension bar and sockets. 

AF II sockets £ 7.6.3 
MM 12 sockets r 7.6.3 
WW 10 sockets £ 7.6 .3 
NORMAL PRICE £ 8 .2.6 

TORQUE WRENCH 0-150 ft. lbs 

RT20 Made h om genuine chrome vana
d iu m steel w ith a special pattern thumb 
grip handle. Dual drive providing constant 
guaga reading. Suitable for use w ith all !" 
drive sockets. 
OUR PRICE 99/6 
Ignition Timing Mirrors, essential for all 
transverse B M C engines. state model. 

OUR PRICE 9/ · 

SPECIAL OFFER 

ONLY 
45/- POST FREE 

RT9 Most useful sp!l nner set complete 
wit h plated metal wall rack. Set comprises 
of five open end and five ring spanners. 

Available in the follow ing sizes : 
WW id MM 10-19 AF 1·· 

TAPPET ADJUSTING TOOL 

AT 21 Overhead valv e tappet adjusting 
tool. Here at last is a tool to ensure you get 
realty accurate tappet adjustment quickly 
and easily-a must for the racing types. 
For use with ~ " drive sockets 

SAVE 8/6 OUR PRICE ONLY 3216d. 

SVNCHRO CHECK RT41 
Indispensable for anyone tuning engines 
with multible SU and Stromberg. M aking 
carburenor balancing a quick and accurate 
job. 

NORMAL PR ICE £6.10.0 OUR P~ IC E 
£4.16.0 

CRYPTON TIMING LAMP 

Correct running can only be obtai ned by 
accurate ignition timing and this can only 
be achieved with the use of a timing lamp; 
complete w ith instructions. 

OUR PRICE 72/6 

For further details of other Race Tool products please send S.A.E. 
The Mail Order Tool Service for the motoring enthusiast. 
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IVIOTOI 3C 10KS 

NOW AVAILABLE 
Austin·Healey SpriteMk. I, II 
and Ill, and M .G. Midget Mk. I 
and 11. Owners Workshop 
Manual. by J . H. Haynes . 
Produced with the assistance of 

B. M .C. and containing the official 
drawings and illustrat ions to 
enable the Sprite or Midget owner 
to carry out any operations with 
the skill aod speed of the pit 
mechanic. with a little practice of 
course! The fully comprehensive 
technical data covers the Austin 
Healey Sprite Mk. 1., II., and Ill. 
M.G. Midget Mk.l. and II., and is of 
great use to the home mechanic 
Price38s 

M .G.B. Owners Workshop 
Manual by J . H. Haynes. 
This Manual covers the 1798 c,c. 
Roadster from September 1962 
and the G.T. Fixed Head Coupe 
from October 1965 onwards. 
Haynes have left no bolt un
turned in the mechanics or the 
bodywork of the car and anything 
is possible with the careful appli 
cation of the fully illustrated 
step-by-step text. The M anual 
provides an ideal reference work, 
especially when tuning and gives 
usefu l performance data w hich is 
helpful when assessing the results 
of your work. p . 

36 fiC8 8 
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WORKSHOP PRACTICE by Clive Trickey 
TUNING A MINI 3rd Edition by Clive Trickey 
TUNING MANUAL 
TUNING SMALL FORDS by John Young 
TUNING IMPS by Willy Griffiths 
WEBER CARBURETTORS by John Passini 
TUNING VIVAS 

Ret~il Price 5/- 0 
Retail Price 17/6 0 
Retail Price 16/- O 
Retail Price 7/6 D 
Retail Price 7/6 D 
Retail Price 15/- 0 

by Bill Blydenstein and Chris Coburn 
S.U. CARBURETTORS 
STORY OF THE FORD ESCORT by Martyn Watkins 
MORE MINI TUNING by Clive Trickey 

Retail Price 7/6 
Retail Price 7/6 
Retail Price 15/
Retail Price 12/6 
Plus 11- Postage 

Owners Workshop Manuals 
by J. H. Haynes 

AUSTIN A.3S/A.40 OWNER'S WORKSHOP MANUAL 36/· 
AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE/M.G. MIDGET OWNER'S WO.k.KSHOI> MANUAL 36/· 
AUSTIN A.5S MK. II and A.60/RILEY 4/6g & 4/72 36/· 
B.M.C. MINI OWNER'S WORKSHOP MANUAL 36/-
B.M.C. llOO OWNER'S WORKSHOP MANUAL 36/· 
FORD AN <iLIA lOSE OWNEP,,'S WORKSHOP MANUAL ~/· 

FORD CONSULiZEPHYR/ZODIAC OWNER'S WORKSHOP MANUAL 30/· 

D 
D 
D 
0 

0 
D 
0 
0 

8 
J 8 FORD CORTINA/CORSAIR OWNER'S WORKSHOP MANUAL 30/· 

9 MORRIS OXFORD V, VI{WOLSELEY 15160, lf./60/M.G. MAGNETTE Ill, IV 

0 
0 

f OWNER'S WORKSHOP MANUAL 36/-
36/-
36/

I 10 MORRiS MINOR 1000 OWNER'S WORKSHOP MANUAL 
II M.G.8. OWN,ER'S WORKSHOP MANUAL 

• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 

P/us 1/6 Postage 
WORKSHOP MANUALS BY INTEREUROPE 

V.W. 1200 up to 1964 0 
0 

V.W. 1200 and 1200A 1984 to 1967 0 
V.W. 1300/1390A/1500 to 1967 

Aaneult 8 and Florida S to 1967 including Caravalle D 
Ford Escort 1968-1969 complete range 0 
Ford Cortina 1 967 1300/1500{1500GT 

Volvo 140 range 0 
Ford Cortina 1968 1390/1600/1600GT 

0 

0 
For copies of above books, tick appropriate 
necessary remittance and your address to; 

Retail Price 25/
P/us 1/6 Postage 

boxes, and enclose 

SPEEDSPORT MOTOBOOKS 
ACORN HOUSE, VICTORIA ROAD, ACTON. LONDON W3. 
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IMTERESTEDP THEN WRITE FOR A FREE COI'Y 

SPEED AND SPORTS PUBLICATIONS LTD. 
ACORN HOUSE ·VICTORIA ROAD 

ACTON· W 3 · TEL: 01-992-6942 
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Thts boo!(, which ftrst appeared Gs a :;C!rios or 
art cles '" Cars & Car Com·ersion~. has b en 
witten by Mtkc Oarton, a teenn Ci!l expert at Bntr~h 
Leyland's Spec al Tun ng Qe~rtment v;ho has had 
consrderable 11uc:cess rAc·ng 1hese cars. The b<lok 
deals wttll atr tnc a cvl nder englned cars. and • covers ong•no and chass•& tLn1ng to· bOth road and 
trao::k 
85113--QOd--6 Pnce 16/- (SOp) 




